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WE ARE a film production and distribution
company providing a service to individuals,
groups and organisations committed to the
idea of change in our society.
WE HAVE a fully equipped 16mm cutting
room and % inch video editing facilities for
hire. Ring for details and bookings.
WE DISTRIBUTE films on Community
action, Workers movements, Women’s films,
Health, American N ewsreel, Africa, China,
Cuba, Ireland, Spain, USSR, Vietnam, and
others. Send 50p plus 20p p&p for our new
catalogue.
WE WILL help all we can if you consult us
on film or video projects.

LIBERATION FILMS BOX L
2 CHICHELE ROAD LONDON NW2 3DA
PHONE O1-450 7855/6

Me. Uflfl
Theoretical and discussion journal of the Communist Party

In a new format from October
More Regular More

Content Reviews Features
Price 50p. From bookshops, and by subscription from
Central Books, 14 Leathermarket, London SE1 3ER.

I Ruskin History Workshop 13
People's History and Socialist Theory

Ruskin College, Oxford Fri-Sun 30 Nov-2 Dec
Sessions include:
Royden Harrison — Webbs' History of Trade Unionism; Ian
Carter/Hans I\/ledick — Peasant Studies; JFC Harrison/Carlo
Ginzberg/Christopher H ill — Religion; Capitalism; Popular
Movements; Anne I\/larie Troger/Paula Di Cori/Selma
Layersdorft — Feminist History in Germany/Italy/Holland;
Thomas Hodgkin —- African History; Paul Thompson/Louisa
Paserina — Oral History; Gareth Stedman Jones -— Utopian
Socialism; Gwyn Williams -— Communist Party History; Peter
Burke — Popular Culture in Early Modem Europe; Tim
l\/lason/Lutz Niethammer -— Fascism and Anti-Fascists in
Germany; Richard Johnson/EP Thompson — History and
Theory.

I-

Tickets (limited to 400) £3 or £4 with papers from
History Workshop Collective, Ruskin College, Oxford.

"'_ LIE-5I A : "W “*1” ****I LIST D is split into two sets of well-
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PARTICIPATING A conference
IN on underdevelopment
DEVELOPMENT and the role of
IN THE . the volunteer in
THIRD WORLD . third world countries

SI1<'=IIIIn9 Irem Common at" Particular interest to those
titudes and understandings thinking of applying to work
ebeui the Third Werld. the overseas as volunteers.
eenlerenee WIII 90 deeper into It will also give participants
de‘-'eI0DInenI I‘-$$Ue5 end h0W ithe opportunity tolearn about
volunteers can help tackle the work of IVS in the UK
Seine OI Ihe DI'0hIen15 OI land Europe, demonstrating
UndeI'deVeI0Dment. the essential continuity be-
The C°nIe"enCe WIII be OI tween voluntary service at

home and abroad.

From Friday evening 26th to
Sunday afternoon 28th October 1979,

at ‘Beechwood’, Leeds.

Fee approx. £4 to cover
food and accommodation at cost.

*F-3795 DQOI * Creche * BIIII9 3 SIBEPIIIQ ba9- There's been Blue Collar and “FILM I
FIST, now there's Norma Rae.
So what's with this Tinsel- Pages 28-29

I O . . . _ _Internatlonal Cgfgggtg 5g';;';"i 0" "re ""'°i‘ii
Send large s.a.e. for details to:

‘blustery 52.532211" tats
Service

THIRD
OUARTER

1979

The Riitiltniurx Club IF-5 iiiivv an eStHI)|ishet'l niethorl for st'ii:_1i.zi|is-:1.-: In net the
Ill‘?II III Ilt‘V'v' FI(IITlEl.l5w'I Iitiiiks at If-"i big riiscount and tleliveretl in your tlnor.
HOW IT WORKS. You senil us f/iI.5O for vvhich you vvill ret:t-:-ivt~ the Iionks on
lirii A I)I.‘Ill‘v'v plus Iliuse on one other list of your clioice EXIIII lists can be
tIII'l|llI(I fur £2 5O éach Don't dele tn II -I .= _ __ .=-' _ _ Ly, S3 d n the form nnvv vvith your

5~'IIlIlHl.II'lIIllUIT you WIII save IIIUI_II"lIIS on the retail value of the hooks (shovvn in
l_iraif:kets on the list)

ASBESTOS, KILLER DUST by AIM, knovvn books which deserve a place
Dalton If2.25) I on the shelves of any ‘socialist. EI"ir:!i

l__|Il -I I ,-._I‘ -- II’ II‘I' rll. III'I' I.-"-.-Ii!I I ‘III!-IIJi*r=l' IIII-".i‘r|.|II.|Ii.|=-.1|I||t_. I
-!‘-I1"i'rI-.ilIi1|+**I III‘-1| '-_r-_.-;:iiIi-rt. ' r —: '

I IIHI IF II!I'{I\‘If‘?iI ll II IIII NIIINI H WITMAN hy Jiihii
- I iiw l". , Ill

REIIIV __ _ I GI I~II"v"III'\lil'IiI liy I ll ili f I If I 251 ‘
-lIIl|'lrl'|-Iilllk-Iliil‘IIIIIIII1'-§|IF?'4jl|,l[‘|:|||rIE{?I':]I‘1||I['}‘;Il:]l'I| HI I] IIAHUI 5'I In’, I')| I I II |"I||\I_-II |[)(:]I3'|

‘I-"I-I"-I-‘II-ll-t I1iI|rii Ii Z'|i&-. I£'\I' K liil.'1iiiiI|~'-,,|I: I I.I|i-;.II |I-I- II I; _
I i II FI III‘-t ‘I Ht. Irv ‘I.-IIII}-.

CAMERAWORK ON NORTHERN ‘—“I'5I D2“"“i" f is ‘I
Hflll IIIIIIII llHI'lIiI| II Iiy I‘ -ciitIi' Jtlflkhllfl III DUI

IRELAND 151'-IIJI PI (Il'|I -. llI.‘~II()lIY iii irvuiruvp Ivy‘ A t
"'IIii-ii.-1I i*-.§-.||l- i:I ,-| [I'i.-1r,I;1]'I|i- 'I,.-'-_.'I'||tI| I'.|'-. ',i'l Iii‘-.~"I,-' III,‘/IHIIIUIII If] IIIII

~-~i-irvl-"ii-rte» i=-I iil"-uhii-"~l~'nnI"-=" s:I'r'\H irti lit-I Iiv liIIw.II<I I IIHI lF~Itlp1
_l -I "n_..J - __ I L _ _ r in" 1-In-I i_I LIST B J —- ---as . IIST F .~._» _fia_.

HEALTH IN DANGER by Daviu DUTIIUI DAUGHTERS. edited by
Widgery {£2.95} , Slieilii Rnwbotham Bi Jean McCrindIe
iJ""II"'II"I I'I*"\'*-" III-'III"~ II‘I--' ll‘:-'l“‘\l|lII.I‘1l..I-'1'. I»|\.,-" I|.|I|' ‘Ii-- !I,|lilII I III I J'»"‘-"""I' "'Ii' Ii'*IiIII'i *Ii"rv|~. I"-. I Iii--I.»'._.-l'i Ii IIl|'III,!i l'l'II|ilIIi'-I I|r|IIIII1\|fl\.|‘IIII*.IlMnJ||*I_r-I-||]rIiIi|"{'|-IF
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USTC p WA g I SLAVE GIRL by Buchi Emecheta '

THE WORKERS’ REPORT ON] I-85“) - -Iliti-I--il -I I\Iit|i-» mil l.IlII .~IiiIil IIIIIIY'-iIrI'i.-'I?I‘i,"Ii‘I,' I'll‘! I]|'(]II'|+_*f
Bflyittilt RI Hilary I BLACK NATIONALISM AND

9 - I - SOCIALISM by Tony Bogues I5UpI F
*+F1I:|l:lr1i|'Vll,-I‘.Sr‘l[;II‘|F_|I"\l"U|.lII£1‘-I ll'l'IIlII'-I'I III -Iiii-‘Ii-i I-I I I -I I II I It I I'.‘ ' 1. I ' ;-' 1." -WM“, ,I_H,,.,_‘_i,wL1|w_'HlH’|_H||,_|m|In “HI I |,H|,||,|,.H,|,.,,| Iil Iii» I I It *-Iiriitiiii II 1Iii II-I iriii I I III

II‘I'tll'I'-I Itii 1*ii= vviiil-I-r' I

BUT THE woato ooss ON THE ' WIS“ I“ IOI"-l"i"eieI" the Beekmerr
SAME, Durham StrongINnrtls chm and Enclose £4-50 III-2-50 II-3"
Collective (9001 each extra IISII

‘I .

IJ"‘~"'-*"IIIII 'I'II"'I'i'- il II"IlIII' '|liI iinl t It- I l .i r" ‘ ,-i\I,- IHI|I._
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LIST Fi-'—"—""'-'-"—-'i—- aooasss . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . , . . . . ..
TRAPPED WITHIN WELFARE by I
Mike Simpkin I£2.95) I

- I . . I - I . . , ' ' - I r I I = - - - I - I - I I . , . , , , , ,

-“I "-" I~lIl‘~I '-I-it Iiil "»"v'IIII'-l‘l i'Ii|+"IIitii|~. lI'Il' II-.Ii|lI1" III ill‘.
liili IirI'.Iv'\.I-I|ii'~i'iiili'ri--.li,I1II-,|||I,.-~_,I-[W-I._P "M _ _ I Please send list A + Listlsl Tl

Send to BOOKMARX CLUB, 265 Seven Sisters Road, London, N4.
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I * I ROCK : How the British Movement.
and the NF are kicking their ,§,

I way into rock music, and
what's being done about it ? '
Pages 18-19 P

Why Pedro and his PARAGUAY
chums are in Latin America.
Pages 22-23. 3
We'd like to apologise for the lack of caption-
heading to the review of Walter Benjamin's
One Way Street in Leveller 30. The book is
published, like other Benjamin material, by
New Left Books.

The reviewer was Paul Tickell, who'd like
to point out that the article, especially in the
opening paragraphs, was edited in such a way
as to misrepresent his argument.

.,'_- I .',-'-II .-_ _-I. 1- . ,1 -I ,-_-Ir.-.-_-II.-.-_-|I'.-,-_- I'.-,--r.'--I-.~-»I~.--v-~ --- '-- --- --- "- ~-7 ~-' 7 '

I “No offence meant Pedro, only your
clothes always seem strange. A ,1.‘r -. /.
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4-5 Letters — don't delay, write today
6 Fear and loathing at the

Crass benefit
7-8 Persons Unknown: This year's

big political trial
9 Jury Rigging: Treating a scandal

* with contempt
1,0 Inside Harm ondsworth

2 Detention Centre
1'1 State Racism now official policy
12 Plastic passports for the future
13 Prose-poem by Edward Upward

, and Steve Bell on education
14-15 TUC and the news media:

The debate rages on
1,6 Black voices from the

Metro youth club
17 News shorts

- 18-19 Nazi rock: The battle for
the stage

20 Australia: Aborigines hit back
21 Guyana: Walter Rodney

interview
22-23 Paraguay: You wouldn't

believe what goes on here
' -1

24-25 Lotta Continua: The party's
over but the paper goes on

_.I-

27 Feminist films at Edinburgh
28-29 The Hollywood movie machine

chews up the US trade unions
30 Revolt into sub cultures
31-33 Red Boxes and Back Pages

See page 34 for special subscription offer and
marvellous new ‘jury-rigging’ badge details.

AN INDEPENDENT socialist magazine produced by
the Lavcllor Collective. Published by Laveller
Mqazine (1979) Ltd, a company owned by the
magazine‘: supporting subscribers.
Collective meetings, held every Tuesday at 7 pm in
the office, are open to all, and all contributions -
lrtlclas, pictures, cartoons, stories or letters — are
very welcome.
Typeset by Broad ‘n Roses ITUI 01-485 4432.
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Letter:
Nitpicking
I THINK I am right in believing
that included with the article
about Clyde shipyards (Leveller
30) is a general shot of what
was Swan Hunter’s yard at
Wallsend.

It’s nitpicking, I know, but
possibly more irritating to a ship-
yard worker in one of the areas
concerned.
Stephen Gregory
Milton Keynes

Masturbation not an issue
I WAS SOMEWHAT dismayed
by Brian Deer’s article on trans-
sexuality, both as a whole and in
those sections which related to
myself and my Oxfordian vague-
ness: I was deeply hurt by the
cover which was a degrading in-
sult to transexuals, who have
quite enough to put up with
already, thank you.

Brian must of course be the
judge of what he considers rele-
vant - but I must protest at his
dealing with transexuality less
as an experience possessed by
transexuals than as a condition
theorised about by doctors,
social workers and feminists.
What is the Leveller doing with
so repressively tolerant a liberal
approach asone which assumes
that experts should decide
what my sexuality is and make
me conform to it‘?

To get anywhere, even by
paying, with their medical
needs, transexuals have to jump
through hoops at least as
complicated as women have to
go through to get abortions;
much of what is seen as reac-
tionary stereotyped behaviour
by transexuals has to do with
the necessity of complying with
the prejudices of doctors, who
can get amazingly stroppy over
issues as minor as a male-to-
female transexual’s wearing
jeans.

I stressed to Brian the
importance of making clear how
deeply oppressed transexuals
are. The NHS service for trans-
sexuals is limited and private
medicine is expensive. Jobs are
hard to come by and keep -
and we often get our education
screwed up by internal stress
and external bullying. Even
without breaking the law con-
sciously, ‘breach of the peace’
charges put us at risk of bigoted
members of the public and
overzealous policemen. In jail,
transexuals are made to revert
to their sex of birth and denied
continuation of hormone treat-
ment. .Post-operative transexuals
are not allowed to marry. We
are continually subject to casual
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abuse from strangers, and often
to threats, violence and rape.
Brian may have considered these
issues less important than my
passing references to masturba-
tion; but perhaps not everyone
shares the trivial priorities of
the aspiring Polly Toynbee of
the sexual Left.

It is a shame that the anony-
mous feminist quoted in the
accompanying story considers
me a Thing and an enemy — she
is at worst my comrade, at best
my sister. The exact theology
of the extent to which pre- or
post-operative transexuals are
to be allowed to work inside
the women’s movement is per-
haps a side-issue. Those of us
who see ourselves primarily as
transexuals working for trans-
exuals find it more important to
work with women on those
practical issues -- employment,
rape, control of medical tech-
nology -- where our interests
largely coincide.

Ros St. John
London E8.

Essence of transexualism it
FULL MARKS for opening the
debate but, speaking as one fairly
openly practising transvestite,
don’t underestimate the degree
of self-doubt and confusion that
such a ‘harmless activity’ can

.cause for the practitioner. This
problem with identifying oneself
is one reason for the ‘anti-gay/
female stereotyping/dual person-
ae that often develop s. One of the
problems for TVs and TSs is
that they only have before them
ridiculous drag models from the
media to relate to, and thanks
to the almost complete absence
of any serious discussion on the
subject there is a tendency to
believe that you must be the
only one in the whole world like
that. Caught in isolation that way
and lacking any supportive group
with an alternative ideology TVs
and TS’s are perfect victims.

Quite often transvestites have
doubts about whether they might
be gay. Since they are usuallyr
straight the response can be fear
(read uncertainty) towards what
they might become — gays. Add
to this the difficulties involved in
public appearances unless passing
as ‘perfect’ women (one reason
for the elaborate dressing up) and
the mistaken but widespread idea
that gays wear skirts and carry
handbags; and it is clear that
transvestites can feel in the front
line of ridicule or abuse. ‘Coming
out if you’re gay usually involves
a badge or telling someone; once
known and accepted it can almost
be overlooked, but there’s no
hiding the skirt you might be
wearing in public.

_  r

den dual personality ‘Coming ou
to friends and acquaintances
helps, but beyond that there is
the barrier of straight society,
sometimes reinforced by the
attitudes of socialists and women’
movements.

Yes, transvestites do ape fe-
male stereotypes (and, incident-
ally, can share many of the feel-
ings and histories of transsexuals
— don’t stereotype us Doctor
Stoller!) but they can be strongly
pro gay and women’s rights if you
tolerate them and allow them to
declare themselves.

Transvestites get off on
several things; fetishism, a rejec-
tion of male chauvinism (because
this, too, is a difficult role) and
a strong identification with
women — in the psychological
and physical sense as well as in
dress, appearance, behaviour.
The hidden cock out of the
nickers that you mention is a
game that may come into it,
but attitudes are often ambival-
ent, and the same person may
wish to hide her penis under
her clothing as well and appear
female. Similarly transsexuals
have, I suspect, quite an ambiva-
lent attitude towards their own
gender.

In some ways the phenome-
non apes the narcissism that
we expect from the traditional
woman’s role -= the practitioner
wishes to make an object of
himself to himself. Perhaps be-
cause of his inadequacy to
fulfill the traditional male role
and make advances to women
he falls back on himself and
creates two opposite sexual
identities within himself. This
gives him strength and makes
him independent of normal sex-
ual mores. _

But TVs and TSs have many
causes in common. They may
be very impressed by the appar-
ently dominant role of women
in certain situations. Obvious-
ly Stoller investigates the
mother fixation though I don’t
agree that early cross-dressing
need be the root cause. My
own experience suggests that it
is the implied or stated threat
of castration that goes with
being a ‘mummy’s boy’ that
causes the ‘perverse’ reaction of
transvestites in adolescence.
Cooking a snook at the family
if you like. Transsexuals accept
this castration demand and
make a virtue of taking it to its
logical conclusion.

But the causes need not all
be deeply buried in earliest
childhood. At primary school
he may notice the girls’ more
rapid, enviable development of
strength and intelligence; he
may find their attitudes less
threatening or violent. Being a
‘man’ is not just a question of
strength, it is much more a
matter of inner conviction. If
your identity is less certain, or
if you prefer a role which seems
more humane, more warm, ex-
uberant or more appreciative

The basic problem is that hid-
ti

s
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of beauty, you may envy a
notional version of girls.

‘ Another image of women
that sometimes appears power-
ful to adolescents is the girl
whose sexy clothes allow her
to dominate men, and she seems
to have the advantage that ulti-
mately she need not make the
advances and need not risk
rejection.
' Undoubtedly TVs and TSs are
into sextyping and, to be honest,
there is a certain willing bondage
involved. But until the entire
fabric of thought is turned in-
side out I suggest that this
‘distasteful’ or reactionary
behaviour is similar to punk: it
aims to subvert using their own
weapons. Also I suggest that the
more TVs TSs come out of the
closet the less sexist they are
likely to become.

I think the phenomenon is
primarily a rejection of tradition-
al maleness and a search for
something in between — a middle
role. It is possible, with suppor-
tive groups, to grow out of the
aggressive male pornography
side, but that wouldn’t mean
that TSs or TVs would disappear;
feelings at that level cannot be
‘re-educated away’, but it would
be possible, I think, for men
who feel that they are women
to identify with more liberated
versions of the opposite sex.
Les Tate

Enough enemies as it is
BRIAN DEER\on transexuals
would be unworthy journalism by
any standards, but in a socialist '
journal it really is a disgrace.

Deer seems unaware of the
existence or influence of many of
the major achievements of the ga
and women’s movements, in
exploring the political origins of
sexuality, and opts for a clumsy
biological determinism,

His examinations, such as they
are, of the medical conventional
wisdom on the subject is confined
almost entirely to one writer, and
he doesn’t attempt to place that
view in any wider context.

The tone of the article is often
snide, and the light humour is
often at the expense of trans-
sexuals them selves. One boggles
at the Leveller publishing this,
and then, to top it all, producing
a cover and ‘illustrations’ that are
about as insulting as can be
imagined! -

Roland Jeffery
London S W9

Don't knock Hull News 1»
FOR A Trades Council to
attempt such a venture is in itself
remarkable. Why Tim thinks Hull
News won’t open up new ideas is
beyond the comprehension of
local lefties who believe their
newspaper is the best thing since
sliced bread.

Lette
$ Letters marked with an asterisk. have been shortened.

All right -— so the Hull News
will have an editor: try producing
The Leveller every week without
a journalist who knows his stuff!

The editor ofHull News _
hasn’t yet been elected 'by'il'ie'
Trades Council, but those in the
know say the newspaper won't
cop out on anything. Tim was
wrong about the newspaper being
set up “with plenty of Trade
Union money . . .” lt’s been set
up by a handful of energetic
individuals and is now appealing
to Trade Unionists for money.

I seem to remember The
Leveller doing much the same
thing a few years ,back ,
i The full-time staff Tim
remarks on were all formerly
unemployed. As there is workers-
control of the Newspaper
Management Committee of Hull
News they set their own wages.

‘Messages of support, requests
for more information. but above
all money to: Hull News, _
Corporation Chambers, Trinity
Horse Lane, Hull.

Graham Smith
Hull

"“' More letters on the labour
press on pages 14-15.

mnshroomed, campesinos were
locked into a life of total econ-
omic subjugation. Virtually all
the commercial agricultural land
was owned by the old autocratic
families, who kept the wages
artificially low through monopol-
istic practices. The campesino’s life
was a cycle of subsistence and
enforced poverty based on the
vagaries of the international com-
modities markets. '

Most marijuana is grown in
areas of the country that were
devoid of industry or commercial
agriculture. Subsistence farming
was chancey at best, and 20th
century technology was a fantasy
Marijuana has changed all that.
The cultivation and export of
inarijuana has injected approxi-
mately $35,000,000,000 over a
ten year period, into an. area of
Colombia where the typical
resident had previously relied on
barter as a means of trade. The
tremendous profits realised on
the marijuana trade pass down
to the campesino more directly
than any other commodity, and
the actual (rather than govern-
ment-reported) standard of living
has become the highest in the
country.

In addition, many campesinos
have become wealthy and cross-

nope debate gages on ‘ ed the-class and political barrier.

SALLY WILSON’S recent article
Although the new wealth is meq-
uitably distributed, the new

(Leveller 27, Dope: Getting high \_ ‘bosses’ seem to be much more
can damage other people ’s lives ) sympathetic to the plight of the
gives the reader the impression
that the export of marijuana has
had a net negative effect on the

campesino than any of the old
autocratic families ever were.

By necessity, most dope is

areas. The Colombian govern-
ment’s concern and subsequent
military actions are based on fear
of ‘uppity’ campesinos and the
new moneyed class. If anything,
government tactics have aliena-
ted and politicised the popula-
tion,‘ which views the’-govern-
ment policies as interfering with
their opportunity to live a decent
life.

Ms. Wilson claims that mari-
juana has caused a tremendous
inflation in Colombia. But before
marijuana became a major export
the country had a severe inflation
rate. It is a direct result of
Colombia’s dependence on coffee
and cotton for its foreign exchange
These commodities have an un-
stable market value and contribute
to the roller-coaster cycle of the
cou_ntry’s economy. Conversely,
the price of marfi uana has been
rising steadily. Quoted in New
York City retail 1 lb. prices, the
value has risen from $175 in 1967
to $450 in July 1979. This has
more than kept pace with the
decline of the dollar, and has had
a stabilising effect on Colombia’s
economy.
Ed Rosenthal
P0 Box 4_77
San Francisco, CA 94101.

A-Z controversy
YOUR CORRESPONDENT
‘MacHenry the Navigator’ who
was irritated by our failure to
connect with the Number 9 bus
after the nursery demonstration
at the Hayward Gallery is obvious-
ly a clear-headed character who
would be a great asset to anyone
thinking of transporting small
children about London. The
best alternative it strikes me
would be for much better coun-
cil proi/ision of mini-buses.

But I was not being complete-
ly literal in describing the

campesinos and other poor grown in large fields (not inter- journey. I wanted to try and
people in Colombia, spersed with other crops) in re- communicate how travel with

Until the marijuana trade mote, largely underpopulated small children transforms the

Main/battery £35 (list
price £40.80). Save £5.80!
Long, medium, VHF/FM
and 5 short wavebands:
19m, 25, 31m, 50.4-41m
and 186-76 (marine).
Wood framed cabinet
14‘/2 ><9% X 6”, p/p £1.50.
Many other mail order
bargains. Visit us or
send for catalogue to:
Dept L, Star Market,

- 75 Farringdon Road,
London EC1 (405 9242)
Open Mon-Fri 9am-5pm.
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whole way you feel physically
about urban space. This seems
to me one important indication
of how we might imagine the _
different design of communities
under socialism.

The account of the Greenwich
Women’s Voice parties for chil-
dren and the Woodcraft Folk -
were heartening. I’m sure there
must be a lot more things like
this? It would be good to hear
about them in socialist papers.

, I wouldn’t expect that more
explicitly socialist children’s
groups would get any outside
help any more than other social-
ist organisations do. They would
obviously be on a quite different
basis than non-political organisa-
tions like Woodcraft or Flysheet
Camps. '

But I have been very struck
by the way in which people who
were in Socialist Sunday Schools
remember them so intensely all
their lives. They were pretty
widespread nationally at one
time. For instance, there were
about 30 Independent Labour
Party groups as well as a few
anarchist and Social Democratic
‘Federation (Marxist) ones in
Glasgow alone at the end of the
1st World War. In Glasgow they
were helped by the Socialist
Teachers in which John Maclean
was involved. Some socialists evi-
dently didn’t like being asked
things they didn’t know the
answers to but he was very good
about this.

Ifeel uncertain what chilllren
nowadays would like. But it still
feels like a big gap in the social-
ist movement.
Sheila Rowbotham
London

SPG no joke
KEVIN HALPIN, secretary of
the Liaison Committee for the
Defence of Trade Unions and
Communist Party member, was
‘scathing’ about the decision
of delegates to the _Rank and
File ‘Defend Our Unions’ con-
ference to call for a public
inquiry into the killing of Blair
Peach, and the disbandment
of the SPG (Leveller 29). He
wondered what these issues
had to do with the ‘labour
movement’.

I note from reports of this
week’s TUC that on Monday
Conference delegates voted
unanimously for the disbanding
of the SPG, and on Tuesday
the chairperson of the TUC  
Equal Rights Committee, in
presenting his report, described
the refusal of the government
to hold a public inquiry into
Blair Peach’s death after the
Southall demonstration as ‘one
of the niost deplorable issues
ever . I -“to come before the
nation.’

Any comments, Comrade
Halpin‘?
Nigel Currie
&C.P.S.member
Bristol
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THE DANGER OF the new fascis
tactic of breaking up rock con-
certs (see centrespread) was vivid-
ly illustrated at a benefit for
Persons Unknown at London's
Conway-Wall on September 8. At

“Ié_a$'t’fQu 5-__pg_,ople were taken tog
hospital and many others were
hurt ‘in fights and scuffles that
broke out between fascists, fans
and a group of heavies claiming
to be from the SWP. When police
had eventually cleared the hall
it was left a blood-stained mess
of broken glasses and bottles.
Ironically, and sadly, one of the
worst-injured victims was Vince
Stevenson, a defendant in the
forthcoming ‘conspiracy’ case.
He was taken to hospital with a
badly-cut head.

The gig featured Crass, Poison
Girls and The Rondos, It had
been widely-publicised and by
nine o'clock there were about
500 people in Conway Hall. The
atmosphere was repressive and
brooding, strangely quiet too
for a rock gig as though the pun-
ters knew something was going
to happen. There was no security
at the door and the organisers
had abandoned any thought of
taking money.

Perhaps 30 or 40 identifiably
National Front or British move-
ment youths marauded through
the audience, some of them wear-
ing NF tee shirts, svvastikas and.
in one noticeable case, an Ulster
Volunteer Force badge. The
fascists seemed to move in organ-
ised groups, congregating in the
bar, the foyer and the body of
the hall. Though it was difficult
to tell who was who, regular
Crass fans noted that there were
far more fascists than at previous
gigs.

The violence started early
with the fascist groups picking
on people. In one incident a
black youth was surrounded and
beaten and kicked until he ran
out of the hall. And a group of
s.kinheads took over the men's
toilets and beat up unsuspecting
visitors.

One of the Persons’ Unknown
organisers remarked that there
were rumours all around the
audience that the British Move-
ment were threatening to stop
Crass playing. The police were
called to the hall at about nine
to investigate complaints about
noise but left after the organisers
assured them they could handle
the situation. As they left one

the f_ascist youth followed
L 6
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em out to make sure they'd

|Shortly after, as Poison rls
came to the end of their set,the
atmosphere deteriorated notice-
ably: two of the organisers left
the hall, others were drinking in
a nearby pub. There was some
discussion amongst those who
were left as to what should be
done, if anything. They apparent-
ly felt that the fascists were in
such a minority that the rest of
the audience would either ignore
them or deal with them. Both
because of their own political
stance and because they didn't
want to upset the fans, they
decided to carry on and not to
call on the police for help.

The real violence started at
about ten with a confusing series
of incidents. ln one, a youth
said by one witness to be a ‘real
nutter‘ ran into the hall and
shouted ‘come and get me‘ at
a group of skins. After a shout-
ing match they all went for him.
Scuffles broke out in the darken-
ed body of the hall, bottles and
cans were thrown and a number
of people hurt. '-

ln a separate incident, which
started at the door, eye-witness
es described a group of between
ten and fifteen youths claiming -
to be SWP members, some of
whom were wearing F-l_AF-l badges.
Other witnesses said they
thought they were a football
gang. We do not know if they
were SWP members, presumably
thinking they were breaking up
a fascist gig, or if they were fas-
cists masquerading as the SWP.
All were agreed that they were
fairly drunk: ‘They came in shout-

"i~ng_'fuck the Front’ and there‘
was bother at the door; Some’-
one hit a kid wearing a union
jack badge and then they all pil-
ed in on him.‘

Another witness said: ‘The
SWP gave a union jack guy a right
beating but he was nothing to do
with the British Movement. One
of them had a knife out. They
said they were the SWP - they
weren't skins or punks, they look-
ed fairly ordinary. Their leader
‘was Scots.‘ Having dealt with the
youth this group then marauded
into the hall and joined the
general melee.

lParty members contact-
ed later said there would be an
in temal enquiry in to the even-
ing‘s even ts.)

By this time some of the fans
were .running away from the hall

 _
ile others waiting outside ran

in to join the melee. By the time
the police arrived the re had been
a number of injuries, at least
our of them requiring hospital

treatment for cut heads or
ands. The floor of the Hall and
orridors covered with broken

had not been particularly organ-
ised. ‘Every time we play we're
told that the Fuhrer has brought
out his rocket ships. What the
-fuck do you do?’
' And he went on to blame
the ANL and BAR for polaris-
ing music audiences: ‘two years
ago you could go the Floxy and
dance with a punk, a black, a man,
nobody cared what you did. But
RAB developed, capitalised on
punk and used up all the energy.
They created a gap where there

lass and there were at least six
separate pools or blood.

Crass have had trouble on
three or four previous occasions
mostnoticeably on a benefit gig
last July in Ealing, broken up by
fascist youths. Their stage. act is wasn't one before. There isn't a
harsh and ‘-"liking. their 8DDear- war going on, it's frustration.‘
ance bizarre. The Leveller first Whhe the Name for the Vio|-
came across them last year when ehce and Successfui stopping of
they did a benefit for us in the gig |h__-,5 with those who
Ma"¢hE‘$iE‘I'I D9Ff0FITIi"9 beneath carried it out, the behaviour of
3 dlstmctlve 5)/mbol and 3" in the organisers leaves much to be
black, IITBY i:lIE:ll'lTlE!d OUT SILld€'!l"l'I d95jf9d_ when the evgnt jg’ by

Dfflmoter with their apparently its nature, likely to be chaotic
fascist overtones. They are, in (and the Conway |_|a|| is a |ahy-
f3¢T_. _3 VBFV ¢0ITImi’ET9d a"<‘="¢h0- rinthine paradise) and the band
Dflfililsi band l/W0 have Ch0$6'fi or occasions likely to attract viol-
a P0t9"Tial|V dangefoll I'08d- ence, the organisers have an

lmerviewed for the APT“ obligation to the audience to

‘Whom appearame is de5i9_"ef1 That means the door has to be
to be 3 ba"'F-*9‘? of °°"'"'ad'¢T'°!l5- firmly controlled and obvious
We try to challenge .9999’? Oil troublemakers kept out. Most
every ground we Can - supporters would understand

the necessity for a personal search
-- adopted by the Rock Against
Sexism gig last month — and an
effective and visible stewarding
system with enough people to
damp down any trouble before
it starts should be adopted and
practiced before the doors even
open. And even, bizarre though
it may seem at a benefit for
anarchists about to go to trial
on conspiracy charges, some sort
of liaison with the police may
have to be established.

None of this was in evidence
at the Conway Hall and by the
time the real violence got under
way there appeared to be no
organisation at all. If the left is
to continue to promote success-
ful gigs free from interference
an efficient stewarding system
may be the price we have to pay.

Poison Girls say:  
Statement issued by Poison Girls the day after the Conway Hall. . .
‘Events like last night where large groups of young people congregate to
share the energy of rock music are being increasingly manipulated by
outside agents who wish to colonise that energy and see the audiences as

Over the summer their dis-
tinctive symbol has been turning
up on leather jackets, usually
next to UK Subs or Siouxsie
graffiti and CND badges; they
have attracted a large following
amongst the most committed
punks and skins. interviewed
immediately after the hall had
been cleared, Crass‘ Penny told
the Leveller that he ‘didn't think
they did go crazy. We have to
be careful not to be hysterical.
This gig is mild in comparison
to a football match. It's not a
calamity, it's just a fuck up.‘

Penny said he didn't want
to sound mystical, but it was a
full moon that night. He also
said that they've got used to
rumours of BM attacks on them
but that he thought the violence

young fresh blood to turn in to soldiers for various causes —- outside agents-
who are often the doddering relics of past battles like the dusty, shadowy
leaders of the National Front and the British Movement, like the weary,
jaded lefties left over from the failures of the 60s.

‘Right wing, left wing, people with old and new ambitions for power
and control. The same old sad, bloody story. Poison Girls want nothing
to do with these games. We are not there to participate in or stimulate
gang warfare. '
We are not after anyone ‘s blood. We don 't want a following which can
be manipulated by us or anyone else.

‘The only way out of this shit is for people to resist these outside
agents. These agents are the system, no ma rter what they say. British
Movement, Flock against Racism, National Front, SWP, all support the
system of gang warfare while pre tending to oppose ir. I

‘The system hurts us all.
The system hurts us all.
The system makes us hurt each other
So the system hurts us all. ‘

‘The system is gang warfare and the system is the biggest gang. The
system always wins if you play that game. '

1‘ .
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Was Britain really threatened early last year with an outbreak
of terrorist violence organised by a local equivalent of the
Red Army Fraction or the Red-Brigades? And was police
action so effective that the conspiracy was nipped in the bud
before any damage could be done? Those are the two main
questions the carefully-selected members of the jury will
have to ask themselves when the ‘Persons Unknown‘ case
opens this month at the Old B
scene.
Unlikely though the anarchist
terrorist conspiracy theory
seems in the light of the public-
ly-available evidence, it was
apparent from the very first that
the police were determined to
make that version of events seem
plausible by employing every
device available to them.

The story started 16 months
ago when Fionan Bennett and
Iris Mills, two-young anarchists,
were arrested in a Bayswater
London flat. Although the init-
ial police enquiry on Wednesday
24 May was ostensibly about
some missing medical cards, six
police officers were involved,
two of them from the Special
Branch. After a search of the
flat revealed anarchist literature
and two cans of sodium chlorate
weedkiller, the couple were held
incommunicado at Paddington
Green police station.

Their questioning was appar-
ently desultory and in complete
contrast to the kind of stories
being fed to the press. John Weeks
of the Daily Telegraph set the
stiandard with a prominent front-
page story headed ‘Bomb mater-
dial seiged in h__unt f_<_:g_r___anarchi_sts.‘
Weeks works out of Scotland
Yard's press bureau and is well-
placed to record police thinking.
He told his readers that the Anti-
Terrorist Squad was investigating
-the activities of what could be an
important anarchist cell operating
from Britain . . . For several
'months the anti-terrorist squad
.has been investigating the activi-
ties of an anarchist group which
was formed on the lines of the
Angry Brigade. The group has
no name and is a loose organisa-
tion of anarchists who help
various causes.

He followed up this report
in the next day's Telegraph with
the information that the police
were investigating a number of
robberies which may have been
used to finance the activities of
an anarchistcell operating in
Britain. It was an accurate assess-
ment of the way the police then
played the case.

. The general tone of Weeks‘
reporting was closely mirrored
by most bi the popular press and
on the Friday-night BBC News

ey. David Clark sets the

Broadcast a special announce-
ment warning the public not to
go near a Fiat. (The car, which
belonged to Mills and Bennett,
had been lent to a friend and was
subsequently recovered after it
had been crashed over a cliff-top
and into the sea in Wales. Foren-
sic tests on the wreck revealed
nothing of interest: the friend
had heard the announcement
and apparently panicked.)

On the Friday, Mills and _
Bennett were charged with ‘con-
spiracy to cause explosions’ and
allowed to see a lawyer. The next
morning they were brought be-
fore the Marylebone Magistrates’
Court. Bennett was handcuffed
but, apart from that, there were
no security precautions in the
court. At that stage Detective
Superintendent Peter Bradbury,
an ambitious and fast-rising offi-
cer, suggested that it would be

a further two months before the
case was ready for committal.

Bradbury seems to have been
the initiator of the ‘terrorist
conspiracy‘ theory. Sources in-
side the ATS say that he was con-
vinced that he was dealing with
a British version of Baader Main-
hof and, having got Mills and
Bennett, he then set out to
prove that that was indeed what
he'd got. Other members of the
ATS — which had recently been
cut back to 30 from a high 220 -
were dubious about the Baader
Meinhof comparison. -

Over the next week Mills
and Bennett were remanded in
custody while police raided a

wording of the charge, was form-
ed.

By the next Tuesday the R
whole tone had changed: the
defendants appeared at Lambeth
magistrates‘ court and the police
had laid on a massive security
exercise. All the defendants were
handcuffed, armed police patrol-
led tie rooftops, everyone going
into court was searched. Police
restricted lawyers‘ access to their
clients (in a later incident one
lawyer's confidential papers were
searched and attempted to keep
out certain reporters.

The three defendants were all
held as top security Category A
prisoners in Brixton, leading to a

number of anarchist homes. on campaign to get Iris Mills out of
2 June they arrested Dafydd
Ladd in north London. At the

her intolerable situation as the
only woman in an all-male prison.

next remand hearing Ladd apnea,-_ The defendants repeatedly protes-
ed with Mills and Bennett, all
three being charged with ‘con-

ted about their conditions but a
series of magistrates, presumably

spiracv to cause exp|0sion5_- as impressed by all the security
Bradbury apphed for the remahds as they were meant to be, refus-
to be transferred to Lambeth
Magistrates‘ Court because of
the security risk at Marylebone
and, objecting to bail for Ladd,
uttered the classic phrase which
has set the tone of the whole
case since: ‘Ladd,’ he said, ls one
of a group of idealistic persons
who believe that they should
take positive steps to overthrow
society. There are others still at
large with whom they could
associate and make efforts to
carry out their intentions.’ There
was laughter from the public
gallery.

All three defendants were
well-known in the anarchist
movement, particularly by those
around the Black Flag magazine.
A support group, calling itself
‘Persons Unknown’ after the

| ..
l - Ronan Bennett and lris Mills, a moment of relaxation pre-trial. - 7

ed to order any change in their
conditions.

Meanwhile, the police conduct
ed a series of raids on anarchist
homes -— Peoples‘ News Service
estimated that there had been
about 30 raids -— and on 15
June Stewart Carr was arrested.
The news wasn't made public
until a week later but Bradbury
had introduced the idea in court
earlier of unspecified firearms A
and robbery charges, suggesting
to Ladd, Mills and Bennett's
obvious bemusement that they
were associated with four robber-
ies in which 10 firearms had
been stolen.

Carr appeared in court with
the other three on 28 June, charg-
ed with conspiracy to cause ex-

fi 
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plosions. He had lived in the ‘same
house as them earlier in the year
but was arrested in Gillingham,
Kent. During his enforced custo-
dy he made a statement -— unlike
the other three — and two more-
arrests followed. On 4 July Vince
Stevenson, who works at Rising
Free bookshop, a London left-
wing bookshop, was arrested on
the way to a support group
meeting. He too was held incom-
municado. It was beginning to
look as though there really was
what Rising Free called a ‘police
attack on the London anarchist!
libertarian movement.‘

Faced with growing disbelief
about the ‘conspiracy’ — there
had, after all, been no explosions
— Bradbury had claimed that it
hadn't really got under way be-
cause the police had moved jn
fast and ‘nipped it in the bud.‘
On 7 July he had a sensational
windfall. Police arrested Trevor
Dawton, a 20 year old student
and associate of Rising Free. In
.an lslington London flat he shar-
ed’ with Stevenson, the police
found a holdall containing six
guns and a thousand rounds of
ammunition.

-:"_{i
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Now there were six people
in the dock, all charged with
conspiracy to cause explosions:
before he was bundled out,
Trevor Dawton made 8 Slleech
to the public gallery protesting
about Iris Mills‘ detention in
solitary confinement. Next week
all the defendants protested
about her conditions, Vince
Stevenson taking a smacking from
a zealous officer in the process.

At the end of July more
charges were added. Mills and
Bennett were charged with dis-
honestly handling an air pistol;
Carr with six robberies; Steven-
son and Dawton with dishonest-
ly handling stolen weapons and
with possession of firearms and
ammunition without a licence;
Ladd with possession of a fire-
arm without a licence.

The arrests were complete
and the summer spent in hope-
less appeals for bail while the
police set about assembling their
case with the Director of Public
Prosecutions. In September,
after other members of the sup-
port committee had been arres-
ted over some small unpaid fine
and then released, the police set
up a huge series of identity
parades -- at first refusing to

provide defence lawyers with
lists of names of witnesses and
what they were supposed to have
seen. This was overruled after
appeals to the DPP. .

On 28 September, Trevq_|;,. , ._. ,
Dawton was granted bail on
stringent conditions, the first of
the six to be released. Iris Mills,
meanwhile remained in solitary
confinement in Brixton: denied
privacy she was expected to make
out a request for even the most
menial items and was subject to
continual harrassment. In a letter
to the support committee, Home
Secretary Merlyn Rees argued
that it was necessary in the
interests of security. On 24
October Peter Cadogan, secretary
of the South Place Ethical
Society and Mills‘ employer at
Conway Hall, London, issued a
pamphlet on ‘The Case of Iris
Mills - Imprisoned Without Trial
Since May 24.‘

Two days later Iris Mills was
released on £10,000 _bail despite
strenuous police objections that
she would attempt to escape or
interfere with witnesses. Slowly
over the next few months all the
defendants, with the exception
of Carr, trickled out on bail.
Ladd‘s bail was obstructed by
the police even after he'd been
granted it by the magistrates and
Bennett only got his this August
after six attempts and nearly 15
months in prison.

.---.-~ \-‘k
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explosions charge when even
Labour Attorney General Sam
Silkin couldn't see that there
was enough evidence to make it
stand up in open court. All the
defendants were charged with
‘conspiracy to rob‘ instead.

Eventually, on a bitterly cold
morning four days before Christ-
mas, the prosecution spelt out its
case at committal proceedings. The
six are self-confessed anarchists,
said Barry McGirl from the DPP:
‘Our case is that they and others
not arrested and now believed to
be abroad had the objective of
bringing about a radical change
in society. They needed cashior
accommodation and false identi-
ty. They needed firearms. The
prosecution case is that they set
about this by armed robberies
against shops and betting offices,
and attacks on private houses.’

It will have been nine months
between the committal and the
start of the trial. During that
time some of the charges have
been dropped and a new obscure
‘conspiracy to defraud‘ charge
has been added. All the robbery
charges against Stewart Carr
have been dropped.

But while the nature of the
case has changed radically sime
the defendants were first arrest-
ed, the police approach doesn't
seem to have changed at all.
They still, apparently, believe
that they stopped an anarchist

At the end of November, when conspiracy and saved authority,
the magistrate had taken to asking
when the committal would be
ready, the police were forced to
drop the conspiracy to cause

'1

sorry society, from overthrow.
Whether the jury will choose toas . .believe lI|‘IlS version of events
remains to be seen.

Vince Stevenson, seated, and Daft/dd Ladd, in the perk. L
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Jury rigging  

On August 10 Judge Brian Gib-
be ns, QC, sitting in chambers,  
gave both prosecution and de-
fence permission to vet the jury.
The application was made by the
prosecution, who argued that the
case fitted within the guidelines
that where the safeguards of the
1974 Juries Act —- which en-
shrines the basic principle that
juries must be randomly selected
unless the Act disqualifies them
—- are insufficient, then vetting
may take place. They are not
specific on the exceptional cir-
cumstances but include cases
where ‘strong political motives‘
are involved. If the police offer
‘strong reason for believing that
a juror . . . might be influenced
in arriving at a verdict by extreme
political convictions‘, the prose-
cution can have them removed
from the panel.

To check potential juror‘s‘
politics, the prosecution have ac-
cess to information contained in
Special Branch records, CID and
the Criminal Records Office.
Since there is no formal defini-
tion of ‘extreme political convic-
tions‘ and the Special Branch are
known to collect and computer-
ise information on hundreds of
thousands of people involved in
politics, it will be the prosecution
who will define ‘political ex-
tremism.'

By making their application
in the privacy of the judge's
chambers, the prosecution ensure
that there can be no public dis-
cussion of their reasons for
entering this dangerous area. In-

O
member of the Official IRA and
said they would produce letters
from him to Mills written from
Long Kesh. The prosecution have
consistently ‘played the Irish card‘
— particularly in opposing bail
for Bennett. Yet the IRA member-
ship allegation was made in an
earlier trial concerning Bennett
and was officially withdrawn.
Bennett was found not guilty on
appeal on the earlier matter, hence
his letters from Long Kesh are
those of a prisoner convicted
wrongly, not an Irish terrorist.
And none of the current charges
have anything whatsoever to do
with Ireland. The judge of course
has no means of knowing this.

Worsley stressed that he
brought these matters up because
he thought it ‘vital to secure that
any jury empanelled is independ-
ent-minded . . .__we must be, care-
ful, therefore, for example, that
no members of the jury have rela-
tives in Long Kesh . .. a substantial
proportion of the male population
of London have criminal records.
And the number of persons with
connections through close relativ-
es with criminals or other undesir-
able elements is wider still . . .
Were there to be one, two or three
jurors who have connections with
violent organisations, they might
be more open to pressure.‘

What the DPP is demonstrat-
ing here is an absolute contempt
for the intelligence and perception
of the public who will form the
jury and in whose name the trial
is being carried out. "-But it is an
contempt shared by Judge Gibb-

deed. if the news had".-t "Baked ens who, in giving his permission
for the vetting to take placeto the press five days later nobody _ '

outside the room would have emphaswed that he Comd Onw
known what is happening.

Fortunately we have some
idea of what happened in the
judge's chambers. Prosecuting
counsel Michael Worslev _outlin--
ed the prosecution case, stressing
that ‘the defendants were part of
a bandof self-confessed anarchists
intent on disrupting the order of
society in this country and else-
where -— Germany for example —

s by violent means such as kidnap-
ping, shootings and explosions.
There is a large amount of docu-
mentary evidence found on some
defendants to prove that they
intended to blow up nuclear
power stations and kidnap mem-
bers of the Royal Family.‘

This, of course, was strong
stuff and far more than had been
made publicly available at the
committal proceedings. And the
defence - which, presumably,
has perfectly good answers to
the allegations — has no opport-
unity to challenge the prosecu-
tion version for a judge who has
no real idea of what the facts are.

Worsley went on to outline
the alleged robberies, stated as a
fact that Bennett was a former

speak so freely because he was
behind closed doors. Then he said
that it would be necessary if, ‘for
example, the jury panel came
from.l<_ilburn where there is a
high content of lrish people and
most of them go round to pubs
collecting money for the IRA,

which is a proscribed organisa-
tion.'

In granting the defence the
same vetting rights the judge
simply compounds the dangers.
While the prosecution has access
to far greater information, in
approving of private investigators
making enquiries about peoples‘
politics Judge Gibbens has widen-
ed the invasion of privacy and
further breached the principle
of random selection.

We have no idea of the sorts
of information available to the
police in the current case but we
do know that, for the first time
since vetting was introduced,
they're going to use the complete
range of Criminal Records Office,
Special Branch files and local
CID files. It's reported that both
the SB files and the local CID are
full of gossip, unprovable police
hunches and hypotheses. So one
dangerous effect of the vetting
will be to ensure that people
who are well-informed, active
in politics or who have simply
aroused the suspicions of some
local constable will be excluded
from the jury. (It is not too far-
fetched, for example, to assume.
that our own subscription list
is monitored from time to time).
And by excluding a certain
kind of person from the jury
the sort of informed insight that
they could provide is lacking
from the decision-ma king pro-
cess.

The real dangers were spelled
out—once again behind closed
doors-0-n Monday September 10
when Judge Gibbens held another
session in chambers at the Old
Bailey. The formal reason for the
hearing was an application by the
Court Administrator for the judge
to clarify the legal aid position on
vetting the jury.

lln his earlier decision, Gibbens
had said that the defence could
have their costs for vetting in line
with the Silkinguidelines. The

‘Explosive substances‘ alleged earlier composed sugar and flour.....
i

I

defence didn't want any vetting at
all. But in simply paying enquiry
agents to examine the outside of
the house where each of the 93
jurors lived to establish basic
information about lifestyle and
income they had already spent
£5000 and the Administrator
wanted to know how much was
to be allocated.)

The question of legal aid took
up most of the day but a number
of crucial points about the
insidiousness of jury vetting
emerged.

Prosecutor Michael Worsley
said he was prepared‘ to give all
the informationtheydfad‘
obtained from police records to
the defence. But he would exclude
information of a sensitive and
personal nature: here he gave as
an example a potential juror
suffering from terminal cancer
who didn't know they had it.

Accepting Worsley‘s offer as
very proper, Judge Gibbens gave
another example: a juror whose
daughter might be having an
illegitimate baby. Neither prosec-
ution nor judge answered a -
defence query about the limits of
these personal enquiries. (And
Leveller readers might well ask
where the police are obtaining
information on terminal cancer
patients or illegitimate babies).

The judge refused to be
specific in spelling out just what
kind of political information
would be relevant to jurors. But
he did note that it would be
impossible for any anarchist-
minded person to try a case dis-
passionately: “Anarchy means
without law and without order"
he told the court. Presumably
such people as Nicholas Walter,
Dr John Hewetson, Dr Alex
Comfort or, in their day Sir
Herbert Read or Fenner Brockway
are thus not fit for jury service.
Demonstrating his ignorance of
anarchist ideas, he then asked
whether there were any such
thing as an anarchist party.

Worsley spelled out the limits
a little more when he said he
wanted to keep people off who
had criminal convictions plus
those living with or closely
associated with people with
criminal convictions.

From the little that we are
able to report of these alarming
proceedings, it's already apparent
that the prosecution, have access
to the most intimate Personal and
political details of the 93 jurors
and are determined to remove any
who might take a critical view of
society.

The current application will
have been given the consent of
the new Attorney General,
Sir Michael Havers, and William
Whitelaw, the Home Secretary,
That they agreed to the,applica-
tion shows the way in which
they intend to take sensitive
prosecutions in the future. Jury
vetting is a most dangerous l
principle and a threat to a fair
trial. And vetting applications
behind closed doors is an insid-
ious advance. Both should be _
stopped immediately. I ,~_=,-
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Harmondsworth

HEATHROW AIRPORT conjures
up images of stars and tycoons
floating in and flopping out in
the perimter hotels to refashion
their faces before sweeping into
London. For others it is not so
romantic. The crowds of package
tourists queuing for hours for
saved up holidays and the
shuttle passengers to Manchester,
Belfast and Glasgow have time
to notice the heavy security
guards and the armies of black
women cleaners. For yet
another group things grind slow-
er and even smaller — the
‘immigrants’ from the Indian
subcontinent and Africa. They
sit in quiet groups with their
luggage waiting to be interview-
ed by immigration officers who
search through their papers look-
ing for the slightest pretext to
refuse entry. Almost every day
a few are separated from the
others, watched over by guards
and then, much later, taken over
to the Harmondsworth Deten-
tion Centre.

The centre lies just over the
A4 road between the parking
lots and the flash hotels. It is
announced by a bland sign -
Government Buildings — but its
real purpose is shown by the
high barbed wire topping the
fence. Up to 22 people can be
detained there, either waiting
for the next flight to ‘where
they.-came from‘ or for repre-
sentations to be made on their
behalf. In 1978 over 5,000 were
held in Harmondsworth (this
figure does not include those
held at Gatwick and other air-
ports) so it is clear that the unit
is crammed full nearly every
night. The conditions inside are
very clearly third grade govern-
ment issue and the security is in
the hands of a private firm —
four guards are on duty at all
times. The small exercise yard
is dominated by the barbed wire
fence and the sound of planes is
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They arrived at Luton but then
went and spent 3 weeks near
Brick Lane, East London while
accommodation and other
affairs were sorted out.

After six months at school
in St. Helens, Giaz Uddin began
to work in a Bangladeshi restaur-
ant, He lived on the premises
because of the late hours that
he had to work in the kitchen.
Later he moved to the Oriental
Grill Restaurant in Southport,
working now as a waiter earning
about £35 plus food and board.
In July 1978 immigration
officers visited the restaurant
officially to make enquiries into
a tip-off about illegal immigrants.
They found a letter in his room
addressed to Salik Miah and
therefore assumed that he had
entered the country under a
false name. On the 25th July he
was arrested by immigration
officers and police and spent
the night at Southport Police
Station. In the morning he was
taken to Risley Remand Centre
and detained for a month ‘while
enquiries were made‘. Very often
Bangladeshis are formally given
one name which may seldom be
used but within the home and
village they are known by a ‘nick
name. This is the case with Giaz
Uddin and the immigration auth-
orities are well aware of this

I I

practice. His father was question-
ed and has sworn an affidavit
saying that Giaz is his son and
is even willing to provide a blood
sample to prove it.

After a month Giaz was
released, provided he reported
to the immigration office in
Liverpool once a month, while
investigations contiri-.ued in
Bangladesh. He went back to
work in Southport and his em-
ployer was glad to have him
back.

On 5th July this year Giaz
Uddin was rearrested and taken
back to Risley, where 15-20
immigration detainees are held
in a separate wing. ‘It's a horrible
hopeless place and the officers
treat you like animals.’ They are
allowed one hour of exercise
and one of television per day,
the rest of the time they are
locked up in their cells. On 5th
August Giaz Uddin was taken
to Manchester airport and sent
to London. Fifteen minutes
before his flight to Dacca,
Bangladesh he was handed a
note saying ‘You were refused
leave to enter the United King-
dom on 6th July 1979. I have
given instructions for your
removal from the UK so as to
require your removal to be
advised.‘ There was no explana-
tion of this piece of officalese

Detention unit: third-grade government issue
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deafening -- a constant reminder
of possible deportation. There
is not much to do but sit and
think, watch television, read the
papers (mainly in English) and
wait for the godots in Whitehall
to make up their minds.

Giaz Uddin has been held in
the unit since 6th August and
is likely to spend his 19th birth-
dayon 19th September, there.
A number of individuals, 4 MPs
and 7 Liverpool Councillors, as
well as various labour and com-
munity organisations have taken
up his case, so he is still in this
country and not back in Bangla-
desh. His father here since 1962,
works night-shifts in a cotton
mill. In 1975, his wife, daughter,

son Giaz Uddin, joined him.
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and hours later Giaz Uddin was
removed to the Harmondsworth
Detention Centre, where he has
since remained uncertain of his
future.

While this is just one particu-
lar case, and by no means one of
the worst, it does help to focus
attention on the workings of the
racist 1971 Immigration Act.
Newspapers generally seize on
stories of illegal immigrants crawl-
ing through the morning mists at
Deal and Dover but the truth
about ‘illegal immigration‘ is much
less romantic. Most people detain-
ed under this act are caught in a
web of Catch 22 suspicions, and
when it comes down to it how
do you prove on paper who you
are, if every piece of evidence is
assumed to be fraudulent.

The Immigration Acts are con-
stantly used as pretexts to raid
any place where black people live
and work. What's more, anyone
can go to the police with a malic-
ious rumour. In any case the police
themselves don’t need any excuse
for random harrassment.

Last year 822 people were de-
tained in prisons under the Immi-
gration Acts and held for indefin-
ite periods without warrants or
trials. Many of them were later
released with nothing proved
against them. These are all addi-
tional to immigrants held in air-
ports and other detention centres.
Because of the vulnerability of
anyone picked up on suspicion
of immigration offences it is
important to mobilise protests
at every unjustified arrest and
every instance of state racism.
In the case of Giaz Uddin protests,
preferably through organisations,
should be made direct to the Home
Office now.
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Fenna King of the Revolutionary Communist Tendency his concern for family life. Raison‘s~

been met with helpless appeals to

- - - - - - ' th' : ‘one tries toresents the|r group positron on Immigration and I'3C|SlTl ’°5P°"5° was '5 ~p ' be humane, but on the other hand _
there are rules‘ (The Guardian,

Recently the cases of the Patel had already got the trump card 9 August 1979). How do the
children, of Mohammad Hassan and up its sleeve: to clear up the bad Labour Party humanists confront
Giaz Uddin -—-cases of deportation reputation of Britain operating this argument?
under the 1971 Immigration Act — blatantly racist immigration con- While Stan Newens, Labour
have hit the headlines. They receiv- trols, it had to sort out the messy MP, found the separation of the
ed the sympathy and moral con- business of British nationality. Patel children from their parent
demnation of concerned individuals, Hence the Green Paper of April ‘quite scandalous‘, his colleague
including left-wing Labour MPs. 1977. These Df0P°$ai5I Ti'l0U9i‘l Alex Lyon, MP for York, still re-

left fficientl va ue at once d eals to Ministers moreEven more conservative quarters su V 9 I gar s app
were perturbed. The Spectator
talked about the ‘use, or rather
abuse (of) the Immigration Act
1971‘, and saw the real problem
‘in the Schedules to the Act rather
than in the main body of it’ (18
August 1979). This was accompan-
ied by anxiety over the violation of
the proper legal procedures, depor-
tation having become a mere ad"-
ministrative act, and the increasing
irrelevancy of habeas corpus -
‘the cornerstone of liberty in
English law.’

Since their election victory the
Tories have stepped up the attacks
on the immigrant community.
Police have been given greater
licence for tracking down ‘illegal
immigrants‘ (now aided by sections
of the teade union bureaucracy -
the T&GWU carrying out this work
by searching for non-work permit
holders in the hotel and catering
industry, see Evening Standard,
1 August 1979). But we should
not be blinded by the increasing
harshness of the Tories. It was the
last Labour Government that pav-
ed the way for the stricter applica-
tion of immigration rules by per-
fecting the legal framework within
which such attacks could be
carried out. In blatant contradic-
tion to its radical promises when
in opposition until 1974 to repeal
the 1971 Immigration Act, the
Labour Government later extend-
ed the definition of an ‘illegal
immigrant‘, launching a concerted
attack on the democratic rights of
blacks in Britain.

Merlyn Rees, for the Labour
Government, justified the sharp
measures found necessary to en-
sure the operation of immigration
controls: ‘I strongly condemn il-
legal entry; it is both an offence
under our law, and a threat to
harmonious community relations.
I do not shrink from firm action
to deal with it, and it will remain
the Government's normal practice
to send away those who entered in
this way on or after 1st January
1973.‘ (Hansard, 29 November
1977).

While the Labour Government
was quite satisfied over its admin-
istration of controls, left Labour-
ities and the Communist Party
alike attacked their obviously rac-
ist content. In the interest of good
race relations they called for fair-
er ‘non-racist‘ immigration con-
trols. But the Labour Government

-1.»
"'\'.

embodied the provisions contain- useful than going through tribun-
ed in the present immigration act ,aI_s. l_=_i_obert Bean, former Labour
and allowed for greater social con- MP for Hgchegter and chatham,
trol of the black community with- is leading the ¢ampaign to help
in Britain itself bY 0r9a'Iin9 3 new the Patels, lreached an understand-
Secnnd CIHSS ¢iiiZ9n$i'liP- Today ing with the Home Office‘ to deal
the T0riB$ are WIBTBIY Continuing with this case ‘expeditiously and
the bourgeois strategy Qt .a1rtackins sympathetically‘. Can this moral
black workers. The introduction outrage, accompanied by collab-
of a new British Nationality Bill oration with the Home Office,
later this year Wiii be 8 i0l'n'laii'fY- ‘defend the ‘special cases‘ referred

V The increase in open state to, or indeed defend the whole
attacks on blacks has fuelled the ' black community from attack?
left Labou rites‘ anti-Toryism.- The long-term soliu-tion put
Since the election, Labour MPs forward by Labour left-wingers
have been queuing up at immigra- and by the Communist Party is
tion appeals tribunals and lobby- to ‘purge the growing number of

I ing the Home Office. The tough racialists in our (sic) Immigration
line taken by Timothy Raison, Service‘, to ‘change the procedure
Minister in charge of immigration, for dealing -with sl.’ls|:!et:;fi§d?iIIiQ§'aI
especially over tho}?-atel cass,,h§.a;;;,-. immigrants‘,LI
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democratic supervision of the
police force‘ (August issues of
Tribune). This goes alongside the
now familiar calls for the dis-
banding of the SPG. ‘Make the
state racist institutions less racist‘
cry the left critics of bourgeois
strategy, ‘also put policemen back
on the streets as friends of the i
community rather than have
them preparing to make war
against it‘ (Tribune, 10 August
1979). Labour Weekly summaris-
ed the ‘soft approach‘ to state
racism quite neatly:

‘No system that restricts
people from coming to Britain
can be administered without
some people suffering. But at the
very least the rules should be
operated humanely . . . there is an
urgent need for a more civilised
approach'l10 August 1979).

Neither these=appeals for
‘humanity’ nor the radical sound-
ing phrases can defend black
workers. More importantly, and
dangerously, they in fact provide
the soft cushion to the mounting
attacks — physical and ideologi-
cal - launched by the British
state. Sandpapering the rough
edges of state racism through
anti-Tory rhetoric, the Labour  
lefts reinforce the view that
immigration controls can and
should be fairer, and that inter-
nal control should be carried out
in a friendlier manner. In this
way they hope to win socialist
credentials — at the expense of
the democratic rights of black
workers. No principled opposi-
tion to all forms of racism can
be expected from these quarters.

The building of workers‘ de-
fence of the black community is
vitally important. This requires a
clear, unambiguous class response
from workers, a precondition of
which is opposition to all immigra-
tion controls. Acceptance of the
framework of immigration controls
and of the right of the state to
subject one section of the work-
ing class to continuous harrass-
ment has severe consequences.
No moral criticisms of the way
these controls are ope rated can
defend black workers. Neither can
they demonstrate to the white
labour movement why it is in the
interests of the working class as
a whole to repel the attacks that
are forthcoming.

The Revolutionary Commun-
ist Tendency is committed to
build a campaign for workers‘
defence. This is why we organised
a demonstration at Harmond-
sworth detention centre in July
(see The Leveller 30) on the
basis of opposition to all immi-
gration controls. This was only
the first step. We will be raising
the issue of workers‘ defence of
black communities in our local
work, in trade unions and in
colleges. We hope to mobilise
support for a national confer-
ence on this issue later this year.
We urge all seriously interested
in building effective opposition
to immigration laws and defence
against racist attacks to contact
us and find out ways in
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Expiry plus code and extra informatio
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No. try Birth
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used for?

S fore control

Your passport to 1984? The Foreign & Commonwealth Office and Home Office
are planning a small plasticised passport well suited to the requirements of the
machine age. The proposed Machine Readable Passport (MRP) can easily be used
to increase state surveillance over its citizens. Nick Anning takes a look at a
potentially disturbing development in the technology of political control.
With the minimum of fuss the Foreign & Com-
monwealth Office and the Home Office have
recently floated a disturbing proposal to the
British public. Machine Readable Passports —
the kind you carry around like a bank credit
card.

The idea of the Machine Readable Pass-
port (MRP) isn't new. It was first put forward
at a conference of the International Civil Avia-
tion Authority in Montreal 10 years ago. It's
due for consideration again at their current
conference this September, since very little
has been done on a concrete level to intro-
duce MRPs internationally as yet.

Recently though, a Home Office internal
working party reported on the feasibility of
the MRP replacing this country's-standard
passport. This report's recommendations
weren't made public, but a preliminary order
for a few specimen passports went out to a
firm called Bemrose & Co. in Derby. Bem-
rose already operates a booming print
business producing bank cards, security ID
cards and the like. Ninety of its employees,
have signed the Official Secrets Act and
their building was purpose-built to Ministry
of Defence and police security specifications.

On a joint British-Swedish patent, Bem-
rose have developed what they believe is a
forgery-proof method of laminating between
plastic covers a paper document with
identifier tint and watermarks, plus a mug-
shot, to form a personalised MRP. The
finished product measures 12:5cm x 9cm.
l-See photograph). Similar ones have been
produced for Hong Kong. West Germany,
always the market-leader in such matters,
hopes to introduce MRPs in the early 1980s,
gertain unspecified ‘African countries‘ have
1:2 , | I _

apparently expressed interest in Bemrose's
patented method. Zimbabwe-Rhodesia
already has internal ID cards on the same
principle. ~

So how and ihrhen will British citizens get
to have their zappy new MRP? There seems
to be no firm timetable, though with co-opera-l
tion it could be used throughout Europe at
least in "the very near future. So far only the
Daily Telegraph has made much of the issue --
and that in a very obviously ‘official-hint‘
manner. An article on July 7 this year intro-
duced the passports to the public in suitably
snobbish terms as a highly desirable property
that would speed lucky holders through
Heath row Customs while the unfortunate
plebs back from holidays in Majorca queued
for hours with their boring old-fashioned
paper and stiff-cardboard models.

Even the specimen MRP has been ‘soft-
sold‘. The Foreign 8: Commonwealth Office-
have given assurances that every British citi-
zen has the right to see one. The specimen
is printed in the cuddly name of good old (Sir)
Walter Scott (deceased) to make it look safe
and almost traditional.

At first glance the information contained
on the face page of the Machine Readable
Passport resembles the first page of a standard
British passport. Only details of height, hair
and eye colour are omitted. But then there are
the MRP's little optional extras — like the un-
filled space for a ‘personal number’. Presum-
ably someone thinks it won't be long before
we have ID cards and identity numbers for
home use. Given the phobic reaction in this
country to terrorism following the Neavel
Mountbatten incidents it wouldn't come as
a surprise if an articulate pro-ID card lobby

digit t for personal numberri '
Specimen UK Machine Readable Passport. What will the ‘mystery section‘ on the bottom line be

became active in Britain again.
Could the digits and letters at the bottom

of the MRP be made to store personal cross-
reference material on the holder?_Check it
for yourself: , .

This gives a run of at least thirteen digits or
letters, but to code what information?
‘Personal number‘? Health Service number?
Criminal Records number? ‘Flags’ to other fil-
ed data on some other central government com-
puter? There are any number of possibilities. Bem
rose & Co. claim that in terms of forgery the
MRP is ‘as safe as a £10 note.‘ They also add th_at_
it's perfectly feasible to incorporate metal or
magnetic strip into the laminating process.
Another excellent way of storing machine-read-
able information. There is no sign of such a strip
on the specimen, but then Walter Scott might
not have needed too much encoded information
anyway — just a quick reference to his massive
debts, perhaps?

Now, two immediate questions come to
mind. First, how_are you to get visas, clearances
and permits noted on your MRP? Secondly, what
sort of machinery will read your spanking new
passport?

The answer to the first point is that there
may be an interim experimental MRP: the key
front page will be in plastic laminate, with paper
added for immigration and customs stamps.
Bemrose already have a prototype in mind. Pre-
sumably in the long run visas will no longer be
granted by a whimsical, and usually crudely-cod-
ed stamp. They'll be electronically registered on
centrally-held computerised personal records.

As for the second question, the picture be-
comes more clear the more you think about it --
automation of entry and exittprocess, super-
detailed monitoring of passenger movements on
an international scale, computerisation, maxi-
mum centralisation and instant cross-referenc-
ing of central record information by the state.
The sort of thing that would have made com-
mittee members'-hair drop out when the
Li ndop Report on data protection was being
drawn up.

lt isn't too hard to envisage. At every port
or airport of entry into the UK there will be
passport scanning machines. By present-day
standards the technology required is rudimen-
tary, even if that wasn't the case 10 years ago.
Microchips are here to stay and that scanner
contract could be quite a handy little earner-A
for some (national?) enterprising firm to land.

Naturally the authorities will say that
lMRPs save labour and time for both travellers
and immigration personnel. They will be defen-
ded in terms of an international need to com-
bat terrorism. But shouldn't there be some
public discussion about MRPs and the kind of
information to be encoded on them. And
what happens to that information once it's
stored and noted in some central data proces-
sing unit? Who has access to it and under
what circumstances?

The Home Office has already admitted
that it possesses the necessary data-processing
facilities in central London to screen 12.5
million incoming and outgoing passengers per
annum and weed out illegal immigrants. And
that's independent of Scotland Yard‘s own
Illegal Immigrants Intelligence Unit, with its

considerable computer back-up. All it needs
is the basic computer consoles and a micro-
processor mini-computer to get that scheme
off the ground. _lSee The Leveller 30).

How are we to know what kind of cross-
referencing and ‘flagging’ is going to be used,
especially when there has been so much
furtiveness about the transfer of data on the
Swansea Vehicle Licensing Computer to the
Police National Computer at Hendon?

Ah, but if you're innocent, then you've
no need to fear computerised information,
have you? After all, it isn't the machines
themselves. It's the peoplewho programme
them. Exactly so . . .

Fiction

EDWARD UPWARD is best known for his trilogy, The Spiral
Ascent, which deals largely autobiographically with the
transition of young members of the Communist Party in the
1930s and 1940s from commitment to the disillusionment of
realising what Stalinism meant. He is also the author of a
collection of short stories, The Railway Accident and Other
Stories. Still a Marxist, he has now come to terms with leaving
the CP, and in recent years has been experimenting again. Here
we print a piece Upward-calls a ‘prose poem’.

I NOTICED today that the re-glazed windows of
the semi-circular shelter beside the cliff path had not
been broken again yet, but the word ‘shit’ had been
written in what looked like shit across the glass of
two of them. I was less startled by this than by an
inscription in black crayon I saw a few minutes
afterwards on a concrete-covered bastion of the
nineteenth century fort which now encloses a tea
garden ~—- ‘Love is nice’, with the signature ‘Caroline’
in another handwriting below it.

I wondered if the author of it had been Caroline’s
seducer, who had persuaded her to sign it. Or might it
be the title of a pop-song familiar to almost everyone
fifty years younger than me‘? Or did it truly express
the mutual feeling of two equal lovers, the calm and
the bliss of their gratified desire, so different from the
callous malevolence which too many of the old too
often let themselves believe is general among teen-
agers now? ‘Oh Caroline,’ I said to myself, ‘I love

ou.’
y A pale-haired young man in a fashionably faded
blue denim jacket with buttoned breast pockets was
standing a little farther along the path alone against
the iron railings near the cliff edge, and staring out to
sea. He could not be watching a high-powered motor-
boat with its wake swelling up behind it, nor a -yacht
with a vividly striped spinnaker bosoming out in
front, since no boats of any kind were visible at that
moment in the bay. What held him there could only

be the sea — more palely green, except where small
slow-moving cloud shadows empurpled it, than his
jacket was palely blue. But as Iwas thinking how
wrong the old are if they suppose that natural scenery
has no appeal now to any of the young (who some-
times, it’s true, walk vacant-eyed along this same path
carrying loud transistor radios on their shoulders
close to their ears) his hand moved automatically to
one ofhis breast pockets from which he drew out a
cigarette packet, then entranced still by the sea he
slowly extracted the only remaining cigarette, and
after a pause unconsciously dropped the empty
packet on to the grass and the celandines near his
feet.

I blamed myself, as I walked on past where he
stood, for being disappointed and even indignant with
him. My anger, I knew, should be turned against a
class society in which he had grown up to feel that
such a path as this with its view of the sea did not
belong to him, and against the poisoners who profited
commercially from the addiction of millions like him.
As for the shit-writers and window-smashers who
savaged the amenities enjoyed by Old Age Pensioners
like me and had made me idealize Caroline for not
being brutish like them, what was their offence
compared with the crime of their powerful wrongers
who had left them with little except destructiveness
to live for? But I am mistaken, I thought, if I regard
the violence of the young vandals of the capitalist
world solely as a symptom of contemporary capital-
ism ’s general disease. What they do is also a protest
and a rebellion, blind now and all too liable in future
to be misdirected at worst even into racist murder,
but capable sooner or later of homing on the real
enemy and of helping to bring revolutionary destruct-
ion to a system whose death is overdue. Love cannot
bring this, and only through this can love come into
itsown.
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lntellectual adventurist
IT WAS A great pity that Tim
Gopsill chose to write about the
serious question of promoting a
better, and more radical, press in
such a cavalier, sneering and ill-
informed way.

The subject is a crucial one for
all socialists, and has been for many
years. It is not a newly discovered
problem as one might assume from
Mr. Gopsill’s contribution. Nor
can it be resolved by collecting
together a few cliches and slogans
or indulging in destructive abuse
in the style of his article.

However, my purpose in
writing this letter is not to descend
to that level of personal ridicule.

A serious attempt is now being
made by a number of people on
the Left of the Labour Party and
in the trade union movement to
promote a new newspaper—- or,
better still, a number of new
newspapers. As yet there is no
definitive blueprint; but the idea
is taking shape in a more positive
form than before.

A substantial amount of
money is likely to be made
available from within the trade
union movement. But, of course,
there are many practical problems
yet to be resolved. If the trade
union leadership is not to have a
power of veto over the freedom
and independence of such a
newspaper (or newspapers) it will
be necessary to construct some
form of Trust. This will be
essential not only to ensure an
independence from crude inter-
ference bu-t also to assist in the
running, and development, of a
fully professional, efficient and
effective paper.

I see no virtue in launching
yet another “fringe-type” news-
paper of the Left that would have
very few readers; would be
confined to an elitist sect; or one
that would merely seek to satisfy
the vanity of intellectual
adventurists.

As I sought to point out at
the Nottingham conference last
March the development of a
radical press has to be treated
much more seriously, and
professionally, than has been
the tendency in the past.

“In this context it is quite
ludicrous to attack “the trade
union bureaucracy” in the way
Mr. Gopsill did; oftcourse there
is bureaucracy in the trade union
movement as in any other
institution (perhaps, even including
The Leveller). But that argument
ought not to be advanced to shout
down the serious attempt now
being made by trade union leaders
to launch a new radical press.
They ought to be encouraged,
helped and given constructive
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Towards Press
Freedom

advice--not to be ridiculed. And
they ought to be joined by those
groups who now make a virtue of
remaining outside the ring so that
a new newspaper of the Left can
reflect a broad range of views.

Mr. Gopsill’s article also ref-
erred to the Daily Herald which
he claimed, “went downhill as
soon as the TUC laid its dead
hand upon it.”

This is factually incorrect. The
Daily Herald was the first national
daily newspaper to push its
circulation hey ond two million, in
the early 1930’s, when the TUC
had nominal control of its policy.

The failure of the Daily Herald
in the end can be attributed to
many things — no doubt including‘
the “dead hand" of the TUC. But
it is worth recalling that even in
its dying days, the Herald was the
only national daily newspaper to
support the CND campaign to ban
the bomb. It is important for a
new generation of socialists to
know the truth about what
happened in earlier years.
Geoffrey Goodman
Daily Mirror

Journalistic macho i
COME OFF IT TIM! Gopsill’s
piece on a Labour movement
newspaper and trade union
journals displayed all the
swaggering journalistic macho
that a Jamieson (Derek) or Lamb
(Larry) would snap up if ever Tim
put his talent on the open  
newshacks’ market.

His second column has a fine
bit of Sunnery for a start. First
Gop sill lists the aims of the
Campaign for Press Freedom
including “the creation of
alternative newspapers of all
kinds, including those sympathetic
to the labour movement” and then
in his next paragraph our Bouverie
Street basher writes that the aims
‘omit the use of labour movement
money to actually set up papers.”

Are there no subs on The
Leveller or don’t reporters re-read
their copy before it’s printed? The
Campaign for Press Freedom wants
a (or some) Labour movement
paper(s) and, of course, the cash
for that will have to come from
within our own ranks. E

Gopsill cites The Leveller as
a good example of a readers’
collective. So too does the
Campaign for Press Freedom's
launch pamphlet (available from
John Jennings, 274 London Road,
Hadleigh, Essex, price 30p).

The Leveller is an excellent
journal, owing more to the
dedication of the handful of
journalists who produce it month
after month than to theoretical

control by readers. The trouble
is that The Leveller and the rest
of the socialist press combined
have not managed to sell more
copies in the past five years than
the newly-launched Daily Star
managed last month.

Nowhere in Tim’s article is
that problem confronted.

His description of all trade
union journals as “really horrible
papers” comes straight from a
Dany Mail leader column. Some
are, some come close to it and
some are pretty good (has Tim
ever seen the ACTT Journal, The
Landworker or NUPE News?).
But the main point is that such
windy generalisations may win
Tim an award as the left-Wing's
Jean Rook, but they're not
accurate or much help to those
who do want to see a major
change in the way trade union
journals operate.

Even when burbling about his
own union (and mine), the NUJ,
Gopsill is talking rubbish. The
NUJ rank and file at its annual
conference has always elected the
editor of the NUJ journal, the
Journalist. Currently the rank
and file elects a superb individual,
Ron Knowles, who seized
and made it a living thing. But
for years the same NUJ rank and
file elected a hopeless deadhead.

Why on earth does Tim
describe Nottingham News’s
scoops as “stupid”? When I’ve
bumped into him he’s always
been as pleased as punch when
he secured a Leveller scoop like
the BBC current affairs minutes.

What’s allthis nonsense about
the Daily Herald being a radical
paper before the war? It may
have been under George Lansbury
in the first three decades of the
century but it chiefly built up
its 1930s circulation by such
brilliant socialist devices as
offering free sets of novels to
those who took out a subscription.
Aneurin Bevan and Stafford Cripps,
let alone any non-Labour Party
socialists, must revolve in their
graves at being told the pre-war
Herald was a “really radical
paper”.

And what is Tim's answer to
all this? For workers to stop
“bellyaching” (a good old Daily
Express verb, that) and become
shareholders controlling papers
through a democratic structure.
Presumably just like shareholders
control the Sunday Times.

The IWC and the TUC and
l just about everyone who has sat

down for two seconds to think
about extending press freedom
and alternative forms of owner-
ship and control have thought
about Tim’s suggestion and
decided it won't work, at least,
not as the sole answer.

You can also make the
editor of every trade union
journal accountable to his or
her rank and file by elections.
That won’t work either as some
of the worst union journals are
produced by editors currently
elected by such means.

Both issues need more careful
thought and analysis. In the mean-
time I think Tim’s union-bashing

I 1 ‘

_artic_le will helplroost The Leveller
‘circulation and that, like page 3 in
the Sun, is what really counts isn’t
it?
Denis MacShane
London NW1

If you don’t have the great good
fortune to be a London hack,
here’s The Leveller‘s glossary:

Derek Jameson and Larry
Lamb are editors of the Daily
Express and the Sun respectively:

Bouverie Street is where the
‘Sun lives:

The NUJ is the National Union
of Journalists (of which Denis‘
MacShane was President).

Liberation
TIM GOPSILL’s article on the
need for a left daily paper
prompts me to add to the de-
bate — something l‘had in any
case intended doing ever since
visiting the offices of the French
daily, Liberation, some months
ago.

The article identifies crucial
hurdles on the obstacle course
leading to the establishment of
such a paper:

The dead yet grasping hand
of the TUC

Finance and the question ‘do
we carry advertising?’

But in stating ‘Workers will
never get their own national
paper till they get their union
papers first’, I feel Mr Gopsill is
perhaps a little pessimistic.
Desirable, yes, but a different
question surely?

While in urging, however
commendahly, that a left daily
should require a financial and
‘political commitment’ from its
readers he is expecting too much
in a society in which people -
lefties included -- are condition-
ed for passive consumption rather
than active participation.

Organisational structure is,
of course, crucial. That ventures
such as the Nottingham News
and the ill-fated Scottish Daily

_News have found themselves un-
able to challenge organisational
norms -— relying instead on the
time-worn practice of vesting
absolute responsibility in individ-
uals — reflects the fact that they
were born out of unfortunate
circumstances rather than com-
mon commitment.

My experience working with
the alternative press in Leeds sug-
gcsts that even loosely-bound
political groups can work collec-
tively to produce a successful
paper — admittedly on a some-
what smaller scale — Leeds Other
Paper.

It is the total commitment of
those responsible for actually
producing, and selling, the paper
that is essential.

Wanting to believe in an ac-
tive commitment from owner-read
ers seems most likely to lead to
the sort of disappointment the
Leveller collective must have
felt when so few turned up for
the annual meeting.

Liberation was begun as an
ambitious Maoist experiment

with the theory that it should
become a newspaper not merely
owned but actually written by
its readers.

It did not work out: we come
back to the difference between
consumption and creation and,
dare I say it, the fact that con-
cise, easy-to-read writing is an
acquired skill.

Now Libe relies on the con-
tinued commitment of its 100-
plus workers.

There are problems: when I
was there the group was trying
to finance increased pagination
from 16 to 20 and facsimile
printing in four centres outside
Paris at a time when there were
internal splits.

All workers are paid subsis-
tence plus a bit extra. The
journalists work 40 hours; those‘
with more menial jobs, 25 hours.

The problem comes with
5 ;---

some members who are really
Just after an easy life — cash to
live and plenty of free time.

These are the people who
won’t turn up on Sundays and
leave the committed, but hitter,
to bring out Monday/’s paper
come what may.
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60,000 -- not bad in country
where Le Monde, the biggest
national daily sale, manages just
424,000.

Libe carries no paid adverts
and was started with £15,000 and
one huge advantage over any
potential British counterpart - a
national constitution that oblig-
ed wholesalers to distribute it.

Absence of casual sales be-
cause of restrictive distribution
in Britain undoubtedly hits the
Communist Morning Star.

Other criticisms of the Star
are obvious and many, not least
the employment of a capitalist

FOR THE first time, the ritual vote of thanks to the press at
the end of the TUC conference attracted some attention at
Blackpool this year. The previous day, there’d been an
emotional debate on the press and the unions, which had
peaked with a fierce speech by Alan Fisher of NUPE, who
attacked the National Union of Journalists for its failure to
prevent members turning in vicious anti-union copy.

So everyone was listening as the General Secretary (Lord
Murray) stood up. Murray said: “l want to support the vote
of thanks. We have a very good relationship with the industrial
correspondents . . . I hereby move a very warm vote of thanks
to the media as a whole and thank them for their services to
this movement over the year.” Everyone clapped, and that
was that.

But the Great Debate had at least committed the TUC to
looking into the questions of alternative media. The motion
passed committed the TUC General Council to:
l. Assist in promoting a national debate of alternative forms of

structure to produce a ‘socialist’ Guarazan or a ‘pop’ or whatever
product.

But in any case no-one want-
ing their daily dose of news
could survive on the Star alone.
The Trot Newsline grasped the
nettle when the old Workers
Press image was cast aside in

But the failure of Socialist
Challenge to make any real
impression as a broad left
paper illustrates the need for a
daily to be non-sectarian if it is
to serve - hopefully — everyon
from anarchists to Friends of

favour of a NEWSpap,er.

e

the Earth, straight trades union-
ists, politicos and trendy lefty
Guardian readers.

While its raison-d-‘etre would
be to report people’s struggles,
it should include enough ‘straight’
news, humour, arts, general
mterest to make it a paper in its
own right, not leaving the reader

go with it.
_ And couldn’t brilliant and
witty arts and music coverage
help attract the sort of advertis-
ing that doesn’t demand too
much compromise?

indulging in a little running
before I can walk, I would reiter-
ate the belief already discussed
with sympathisers in and out of
London that for practical and
psychological reasons the daily
would be better orgiirating from
outside the capital.

As far as format goes, a
large tabloid with news front
and back could make a distinc-
tive compromise between the in-
evitable association of tabloid
with cheap cliched crap, and
broadsheet sobriety.

Any more thoughts anyone?

Stan Abbott,
with the feeling they need the _ DarlingT0"-

as other unions of openly tackling the press barons on
editorial grounds. Lord Keys of SOGAT made a speech:
reading it back now, it seems a fine analysis of the links
between press ownership and ideological control, and of the
need for alternatives. But everyone knows that; and when did
the leadership of SOGAT or any other print union last
support their members’ will to handle material biassed
against working people? Print unions have tremendous
industrial muscle (the NUJ does not); their chapels can stop
papers over pay and conditions, and often do, and then they
go back and set whatever the journalists send down. Very
very rarely they rebel; when they do, the proprietors come
down on them like a ton of bricks, and the general secretaries
shit themselves. It’s easy to be brave at the TUC; but it needs
a mite more fight to challenge the proprietors.

It’s fine to see the labour movement committed to
alternatives, and refreshing that thinking is towards enabling
workers to roll their own, rather than to the big monolithic‘-

democratic ownership and control (of the press) and ways of obtaining
freedom for, and accountability to, workers in the media, industry,
and the public — while at the same time guaranteeing autonomy and
freedom from interference in their day to day work of editorial and
production workers;
2. support recognition of the right of reply of individuals and organ-
isations when attacked;
3. encourage the creation of alternative newspapers of all kinds,
including a newspaper sympathetic to the labour movement;
4. assist in developing the general principles contained in the minority
report of the Royal Commission on the Press, which includes proposlas
for a National Printing Corporation, support for producer press
co-operatives, and a launch fund to assist new publications;
5. report on the approach of the trade union movement to newspapers,
radio and television, with a view to determining whether a more
positive attitude might produce less distorted results;
6. to campaign for a reformed, independent and impartial Press
Council as a prerequisite for continuing trade union support.

So the union bosses are going to have to get to work, and
people with ideas are going to have to get to work on them.

But at Blackpool the air was thick with ducked issues.
Speakers who attacked the NUJ didn’t talk of using workers’
strength to attack the media, by direct action, boycott, or
stopping supplies: no-one challenged the TUC’s willingness to
co-operate with scab journalists . . . and even Alan Fisher,
flushed with excitement at the end of a speech he’d been
storing up for seven months, swept from the conference hall
into the BBC’s studio to give an interview to BBC TV industrial
correspondent Ian Ross, a non-trade unionist.

It can’t be left to the NUJ, which is nearly as frightened

bureaucrats’ daily paper -— the Daily Lionel project (see last
issue) seems to have quietly disappeared _. But the power of
the big media will remain as long as their workers and their
workers’ leaders, and readers, remain compliant. O

This is the major fault in Towards Press Freedom, the
launch pamphlet from the Campaign for Press Freedom,
which provided the basis for the TUC resolution. (The
programme was wrongly attributed to the Institute of
Workers Control in the last issue; but that was written
before the CFP or the pamphlet was launched, and in any
case its personnel is the same as those who emerged from the
IWC conference on democratic accountability on the media
as the leaders in the way forward.)

When you pick up the pamphlet, you’re amazed, at first,
to see right-wing names like “Roy Hattersley MP” among the
sponsors. The amazement soon evaporates. The kind of
alternatives held up are, for instance, the French liberal paper
Le Monde (NOT Liberationl); ownership of papers by trusts
(the Guardian and Observer are cited). S

It’s not all as bad as that. The section on labour papers is
much more thoughtful, presenting more problems than
answers, and they seem to be the right ones. Towards Press
Freedom is packed with the right facts. You know something’s
wrong. It doesn’t have the answers, but like the TUC debate
. . . it’s a start. ’

It ‘s available from the CFP, 2 74-88, London Road, Hadleigh,
Essex SS 7 ZDE, price 30p.
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THE METRO Club is a modest one-storey that re-decoration could stretch to
building behind Westbourne Park tube months, then years, and would certainly
station. It’s an ILEA youth club, but its mean the end of the Metro as the centre
function far out-strips the twice-a-week for the black community, of all ages,
disco vision conjured up by that descrip- which it has become over the years.
tion. At the time of this interview, the By now, the sit-in"s heading towards

basic truths and rights . . .
It’s not long since the Sheppard’s

Youth Club in Brixton’s Railton Road
fought a similar sit-in/battle with the
Methodist Church. Extra attention was
drawn to that struggle by the presence of

club was entering the fourth week of a two months. The members had elected 12 one member, the poet Linton Kwesi
sit-in held by the members to protest people to act as a committee. I spoke to Johnson. The members at Sheppard's
against the Inner London Education six of them. Due to lack of space, I've
Authority’s plans:.ILEA had sacked selected crucial quotes and attributed
Emerson, the last of the three official them to the committee-certainly, every-

won their fight, and by their tenacity, the
Metro stands a good chance of winning
theirs; various individuals concerned have

outh workers, and ‘had declared its one seemed in accord with everyone else’s given up their jobs to be present day andY . - .
intention to close “for re-decoration”. points of view-—the Rastas controlling the
Club members had a shrewd suspicion club agree they're just standing up for

night. The Metro sit-in is a serious thing.
Vivien Goldman

IF THE CLUB CLOSED, the
kids would have nowhere to
go, and the summer holiday
projects are about to start . . .
strictly Rasta classes, black
cultural classes; we show
films, painting, sewing, Bible
--all forms of classes. We even
have music classes every day,
someone from the Black
People's Information Centre
comes in and teaches. At
school they only teach kids
about Henry 8th and
Christopher Columbus, 1066
. . . in India, in Africa, they’d
teach you English culture
same way, it’s the Empire . . .

BLACK PEOPLE ROUND
HERE don’t have anywhere
to-go except pubs, and most
round here don’t like to go to
pubs. They like loud reggae
music, they like to stand on
street corners—it’s African
culture--but the police just
move in to pick you up. The
ILEA just want the Metro as
a proper youth club, 7.30-
10.30 . . .

Q

OTHER PEOPLE IN OTHER
PARTS of London should
really take notice of this and
check us out-—-we’d like to
check them out, so they know
it's one fight . . . it’s not just
Ladbroke Grove, it’s
Paddington, Kensal Rise,
kids come to Metro from
all over. The ILEA know that
but they'd rather see the
youth in gambling houses
and pubs and dem little
Babylon places. But we want
to run it as a Rasta club,
because it's only Rasta that
brings out the fullness of a
black man. Black man’s been
round the Grove for years but
there's no other black
community centre-except
for the Mangrove and we're
n_ot dealing like that, we deal
strictly truth and rights
(there’s gambling at the
Mangrove) but still. the

P0509 have fucked with the that whole side of it will go . .
Mangrove for 11 years because
it’s a black man's place . . . _

I AND I IS IN BRIMSTONE
(a reggae band) and we‘ use
the Metro as a rehearsal room
#-if the ILEA have their way,
 

Hilaire

VernonSt.

The Metro: sitting in to serve the youth p l

off a few meeting-places so
when a man leaves him work
they can’t go to Metro, so he
goes on the streets. His
friends tell him about a club
where he can make money,
so he goes down there-
police raid, that's ten men
locked away, 10 jobs less to
find . . .

THE CONSERVATIVE
PARTY comes in and decide
to cut down expenditure,
they -lay people off work,
less jobs but more people
on the streets. They lock

WHEN YOU GET IN PRISON
they have a way they call
rehabilitation. It’s supposed
to change you to do certain

‘ is  things-clean living, get a job,
short hair-cut--but the youth
can't get no good living
because when they go for a
job their record shows they've
just come out of prison . . .
right back in the same circle
. . . they don’t want Rasta
because it opens your eyes to
certain things, the youth know
they're killing off our parents
and want to re-cycle us the
same way. I and I want to
open up the youth's eyes . . .

RASTA MAN'S not the
aggressor, we just deal, well,
if you step on my toe we'll
have to do something about
it, basic rights . . . Rasta’s
supposed to show where the
black man comes from
originally . . . Our parents‘
attitude is: This is their
country, we should stay off
the streets, and that's what
they tell the youth . . . Rasta
tells the youth a different
way...

WE BELIEVE THE WHOLE
SOCIETY is against black
people-—we know they're
against other things too, but
they're against black people
and they want them to
remain in a “proper situation"
which means, destroy the
youth because they won't
progress to do anything good.

F We want to make sure a small
percentage of the youth get

i something that is right . . .

‘I6

Shorts

GlVlP’$ ‘Little Blue Book’

FROM THE HOUSE of
Anderton, courtesy of Police
Review Publishing Co. Ltd.
comes a nifty little number
meriting comparison with Mao's
Little Red Book. Public Order
And The Police, otherwise known
as The Thoughts of Kenneth Sloan,
Chief Training Officer in the
Greater Manchester Police,is a
plod pocket-primer on aspects
of the law seen very much -
through blue-tinted spectacles.

Not to worry about the bias,
though. ltjcomes with the stamp
of approval of nohe other than
Willie Whitelaw, whose introduc-
tion commends the booklet for
its lucid analysis of ‘the many
small minority factions who are
now frankly conspiring to over-
throw our society.‘

There are 16 chapters in the
133-page_booklet. Nine deal with
public (dislorder, free speech and
the right of assembly (seems that
in law there isn't one), the police
and crowd control, public meet-
ings, trade disputes. There's a
chapter on public order and the
police in Europe and then six
chapters on political organisations
and their creeds: Marxism, Trot-
skyism, Maoism, Anarchism,
Fascism.

The first section whisks
through a huge mass of topics
at breakneck speed, with such
throwaway goodies as: ‘Political
activity is behind most organised
disturbances these days‘ (Ta, Ken,
We'd never have thoughtl) and
even: ‘The SWP is led by middle
class revolutionaries Paul Hol-
borrow, Steve Jeffreys, Paul Foot
and Duncan Hallas. All are discip-
les of Tony Cliff . . .' (So that's
what's meant by democratic cen-
tralism). It also swallows the
Thatcher line that the NF and
SWP must be lumped together.
‘Your Communist is the left foot
of socialism and your Fascist is
the right foot — using socialism
in the same sense that it is total

‘entationcontrol b the t
.__- __

state.’
Not a man to soft pedal on

such matters, author Ken, cap-
tain of men (and the odd woman)
advocates proscribing the SWP
under the Prevention of Terror-
ism Act. That should deal with
that little problem — but what if
it actually increased SWP recreuit-
ment of romantic dotties trying to
threaten our sacred freedoms and
(gulp) change. our society? Hmmm.

The philosophy section is a
must.A condescending little run
through the familiar names and
ideologies with thumbnail sketch-
es every other page. Most intrig-
uing of all is the little entry on
NAFF on page 110, which was
inexplicably pasted over by the

forensic tests can reveal: ‘NAFF
IS only fascist ll'l that its members
are extreme l'lQl'l1IWll1Q and op
pose commumsm. So now we
know

A small point, this, since the

Nurses in ‘Miscon
TWO NORTHERN Ireland
charge nurses who took part in
in a COHSE strike at their
hospital earlier this year have been
found guilty of professional mis-
conduct by the General Nursing
Council for England and Wales
(the statutory nursing body).
They have to face another dis-
ciplinary hearing by the Northern
Ireland GNC soon.

This is an important test case
and the first since the GNC's
recent pronouncement that nurses
who take part in industrial action
may face a charge of professional
misconduct. It means, in effect,
that any nurse who walks off
the ward as part of strike action
is liable to the same charge. Being
found guilty can mean a loss of
livelihood if the GNC then decide
to strike the defendant off the
register, although in this case
judgement on the two nurses -
John Patrick White and Robert

I0.‘ II I In I1 tn

WHEN THE CLYDE WAS RED
A CIVIC reception was held in
Glasgow last month to mark the
centenary of the birth of John
Maclean, revolutionary socialist
and chief architect of the ‘Red
Clyde‘. Whatever Maclean's own
feelings on the matter might have
been, it was obvious that the
tribute was not well-received
in other quarters.

Predictable grumbling oppo-
sition had been voiced by the
Tories before the reception, and
on the evening those invited to
the reception (amongst the most

- scruffy ever to have been permit-
ted inside the city chambers) were
met by a picket organised by
Scotland's answer to Ian Paisley,

Pastor Jack Glass and other
assorted Scottish bigots.

Sales of The Protestant View
didn't seem to be going too well
but the slogans attracted a fair
amount of attention with gems
like ‘Marxist Monsters Murder
Christians'and ‘Let Glasgow
flourish by Preaching the Word
and the Denunciation of
Communism‘.

The civic reception was just
one of the events to commem-
orate John Maclean. Others
include a schools competition,
a gable-end mural, a postage
stamp issued by the USSR

printers. It should haveread,

§\O

Leveller itself has been known
to make the odd editorial balls-
up, but either Ken Sloan's a
lousy proof-reader, or else we
now know why there's often so
many inaccuracies in police
notebooks. It's easy — their
training rrranual’s full of them
I00.

ct’Row
special care hospital in County
Armagh - was suspended for a
year.

Although the GNC stated they
weren't concerned with the strik
itself, but only with whether
the nurses were 'absenting them-
selves from duty without good
reason‘, at least part of the dis-
ciplinary hearing was a trial of
COHSE practice during a hospi-
tal strike. Minutes from a local
COHSE branch were distributed
and read to determine whether
the union had provided good
enough emergency cover during
the strike.

COHSE has not yet responded
to the decision in any details,
except to say that they will not
be appealing against the findings
since the GNC procedure does
not allow for such an appeal.
Whatever the GNC might say,
the case throws into doubt the
basic right of nurses to withdraw,

and numerous plays, radio and
TV programmes.

John Maclean has become
something of a cult in Scotland
recently, representing Scotland's
socialist as well as nationalist
tradition. Maclean believed in
a Scottish Workers’ Republic
and fought hard on the issue of
nationalism, which he sawlas an
integral part of the struggle for
socialism in Scotland. As such,
he has bec ome a focal point in
Scottish politics lSlHCB the dis-
integration of the Scottish Nation-
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HIP YOUNG
TORIES
TIRED OF seeing groups of left-
wing activists selling newspapers
aimed at young people ? Then
what you need is a copy of Dt_-;'m0-
crat (slogan : One people, One
nation) - the new Young Conser-
vative paper ‘aimed at all young
people’. The first issue came out
at the beginning of September and
the YCs see it as the latest wea-
pon in the battle for the hearts
and minds of the nation's youth -
Rock Against Lefties is still said
to be a twinkle in a YC‘s tie-pin.
The style's been borrowed from
the left press : Democrat is an
eight page tabloid, Socialist
Worker with smaller headlines.

But if it's aimed at young
people, it's been written by older ,
people, and they obviously haven't
got a clue who they're supposed
to be writing for. So they drop
in ‘youth’ catchphrases from
time to time, just to prove they're
hip : sample - in an article on the
TUC Conference - ‘After all, if
you pay for a rock concert, you
don't expect a violin quartet‘.

And because the paper's pur-
pose is negative - to keep the
extremist hordes at bay - and be-
cause the world looks pretty good
if you're a Young Conservative,
the politics get added to the
articles (mostly on subjects
Relevant to Young Peoplel as a
sort of afterthought, something
which no ‘political’ paper should
be without. And it comes out
reading like the propaganda
sheet it is, with rock guitarists
being asked pointed party poli-
tical questions (and inevitably
answering ‘politics has nothing
to do with music’).

Democrat's obviously been
started because someone in
Conservative Central Office think
it ought to be. lt comes out as
boring as any paper produced

alist Party and the failure of with money but withcjut emh"'s'
the British Labour Party to-.come 'asr,n' But an the cash m Come"
up with a Scottish Assembly. vatlve Headquaters wouldn't

save Democrat from being dull.
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* SHAM'S LAST STAND at London's
Rainbow Theatre last July saw lead

singer Jimmy Pursey finally go under as
his band's act was ruined by a stage
invasion. Pursey shouted at the swarming
crowds: “I did my best for you, now
look what you've done."
He was wrong; the kids hadn't let him
down. It was a rump organised by the
British Movement. The National Front,
too, are behind the new Rock Against
Communism, and the battle-lines are
clearly drawn. David Brazil tries to sort
out just what is going on.

IN A FEW months’ time, the wretched
Tony Blackburn could be playing
“Robert Relf is Innocent" by White Boss
as his Record of the Week. Come again?

The National Front (NF) y'see, hurting
with envy at the success of Rock Against
Racism (RAR) and smarting at the drift
in potential young fascists towards the
British Movement (BM) after the Front's
General Election disaster, now have Rock
Against Communism (RAC) on the road.

At their increasingly lush HQ near Old
Street in east London, the NF's “Boy
Wonder”, one Joe Pierce has big plans:
the NF's own record label, their own
recording studios, and at least ten bands
willing, nay anxious, to dedicate their
services. Six of these are The Dentists,
Damaged, White Boss, Phase One,
Beyond The Implod, and The Raw Boys.

RAC has had one public outing so far
-- this August, when London's Conway
Hall had one of its regular fits of liberal
perversity in hiring its room, requiring the
usual phalanx of company police to keep
a speedily assembled RAR protest march
well away. Inside an apparently dismal
gig some 150 nasties heard
White Boss and The Dentists give of their
limited best. Another band Skrewdriver
pulled out, at-the last minute, through
“record company pressure”. Maybe
something to do with their distributors’,
Rough Trade, speedy action in smashing  
every Skrewdriver disc they possessed
and dumping the pieces in plastic bags
near the Conway Hall.

That's one side of things, and in a way
even almost a compliment to the RAR
concept. But building up to this has been
a long series of unpleasant incidents,
culminating in the Pursey debacle.

The NF's welcome failure - largely
through ANL activities -— to replace the
Liberals as Britain's third political party,‘
is a starting point. Till the election the
NF were anxious to appear “constitut-
ional” and preserve their “law 'n' order"
myth. They tried to curb the street level
activities of their more “exuberant”
young supporters. ,

This Master Plan failed, and the BM,
the main rival right-wing organisation,
put it about the NF were “soft”, a spent
force, and old boys with it. The BM
didn't mess around with lofty ideals; they
knew the potential support from the
white cockney macho working class kids
mainly in the east end of London, and
they offered more “kicks”, yes literally,
encouraging the gang following.

The gloves were off, a skinhead/braces
revival was on, and this co-incidence led
to a distressing continuous dis_ru tion of C‘ EP
music events The Leveller s old pals Crass

'\Au5.\C

In the meantime, RAR had taken a
Militant Entertainment tour around the
land in April, and raised the antes.

The BM way of messing up a rock gig
has revolved around a hard core of 20 to
30, at the most, getting through the
doors, with or without their spoof blue
and white ANL badges or their mod-smart
union jack enamel badges, and coming
heavy with other kids they ru_n
into, especially those with RAR or ANL
insignia.

There are also clearly identifiable older
hard-nuts with these gangs who know
clearly what they're doing. They pass foul
leaflets out and put the word around.

Inside, the BM gangs are looking for
trouble. Some bands, without themselves
being right-wing, attract thugs more than
others, mainly by the hardness of their
sound. The UK Subs and The Specials
with their ska-revival music
know exactly who they're going to
attract, and with Madness you'll find
wall—to-wall skins. ,

The Specials like Sham, are well aware
of the problems, but often waver in their
response. They, and the other bands, saw
-how Sham were sunk by their outspoken
political stance, and they just don’-ti want
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found their ariarcho-show, in aid of the _, 1. QT
Southall Defence Fund, smashed in June;
Scritti Politti were attacked at a Stevena e ‘ ‘Q-P1--E..lE
RAR gig; the Albany in Deptford, south,-
east London, was wrecked, The Upstarts
were hit in Wolverhampton, and then of
course Sham's Last Stand proved to be
‘just that.
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to risk it themselves, so they keep quiet
when often it would help if they didn't.

Jimmy Pursey and Sham 69 put them-
selves into the eye of this storm. In his
songs, Pursey tried to put over anthems,
football chants, solid populist stuff, but
the message was one not wanted by a
determined band of his followers. Pursey
felt the whole world had let him down,
and indeed he did have an unenviably
rough time.

Yet Wayne Minter of RAR for one,
thinks he got it wrong. “If I was being
hard on Jimmy, I'd say it's not the kids
that sunk him, but the BM rump. He
knows that too, and he should have
chased them hard but he never said “You
know the trouble-makers -- keep away
from them” or “Hands up all those who
are innocent". Nor like some bands has
he asked for the spotlight to pick out the
bother merchants and isolate them that
way.

“Pursey makes out it's the kids in
general when it's not, and many of them
don 't like being accused like that. We in
RAR, we know that being a skin doesn't
mean the same as being in the NF or the
BM, it just doesn't work like that."

There was a pre-Notting Hill Carnival
RAR gig at Acklam Hall in West London‘
that was smashed up this summer, but
afterwards a group of Notting Hill skins
were so incensed at generally receiving
the blame, they even wrote to the music
papers in angry protest.

Other factors too, of course make
trouble —— the old one of “territorial
disputes" between bands of skins is much
the same as it ever was, going back to
mods and rockers or even teddy boys. It
is also facile to try and work out some
theory that because there ’s no football
going on, there is a vacuum to be filled by
gig violence -- if anything, it happens
there as well.

So what is being done about all this‘?
RAR have pitched their opposition at a
high and a thorough level. They have sent
their own letters to the “Rock
community" — journalists, music paper
editors, promoters, PA equipment hire
outfits, club owners, pub landlords,
managers — that area of humanity.

These letters comment that the recent
racist and fascist outbreaks have been
“more violent, more ominous and more
organised than ever before. Their targets,
on current evidence, are all live music
venues throughout London.

“Their bullying tactics with collection
boxes are well known around the
Wellington pub in Waterloo. And -the level
of intimidation is highlighted
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Tin Liverpool where
young kids were incited, by the British
Movement, into daubing Nazi swastikas
on grave stones and leaving a pigs head in
a Jewish cemetry (Guardian 22/8/79).

“We feel that these fascist gangs grow
not through popularity, but through
intimidation. We would like to publicise
your support for this campaign and feel
that the increasing weight of public
opinion against this kind of behaviour
will persuade licencees of rock venues to
take the precautions necessary to stop
this unhealthy trend.”

Another RAR letter has an impressive
set of signatories from the business,
calling on the licencees of rock venues to
“seriously consider" several precautions.

Amongst these are refusing entry to
anyone insisting on wearing their NF or
BM badges; banning all bands who
encourage “fascist support, incite racist
or anti-semitic violence or who openly
declare their support for the NF and BM".
naming, for example, The Dentists, White
Boss and Skrewdriver; banning those
distributing obnoxious literature or
collecting for fascist outfits; refusing all
bookings from the NF, RAC or BM, and
banning those “who intimidate the
audience with fascist saluting (Seig Heils)
and chanting or those who provoke

\l QU 0* \__\\'~E fascist violence amongst the audience
CA“ \.-O _ ‘(HE To help in these requests, RAR are _

“Son-.1 preparing a “Rogues Gallery” of photos grasp than complex anti—ra.scist expositions
Ylé. n QALTH clearly identifying the hard-core fascists, of the consequences of imperialism.

\__A%oup‘ which they'd like pinned up in box RAR will keep using music as their, _ . _ . . . t . , .offices, publicised in the press, and kep
by bouncers.

Wayne Minter is himself somewhat
sceptical of bouncers acting this way
given their recent form, but at least
they'll soon have an opportunity‘ to do
what they're supposed to do -— stop
people who only want to make trouble,
and protect the “general public".

The power of the music press has
already shown through. With a fine piece
of “infiltration guerilla journalism", Viv
Goldman recently wrote of her
impressions of the Conway Hall RAC gig
in the Melody Maker,

Would-be recruits reading that article
can only have been turned off by the
RAC’s banal view of women as expressed
by NF organiser in Ipswich John Williams,
who after it all tried to make it with Viv,
a_n_d_ by her descriptions of the gig's
unpleasant atmosphere and weak bands.
In short, Nazi Rock sucks.

Presumably, though, many more such
gigs are planned if they can get the
bookings. Minter remarked ruefully; '
“They'd be daft not to". So what makes
such a sizeable number of kids behave
this way‘? Sociologists could no doubt
rattle off PhDs till the end of time on. tl'iis
subject, but it all seems to do with “peer
group associations", where you live and
where you go to school.

If you're brough up in solid East  
London territory then_you're prey to the
kind of BM lowest common denominator
appeal —- their arguments are easier -to
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argument, but Minter knows it takes
some bottle for bands to be as upfront as
The Ruts recently when their singer
yelled into the turbulent crowd: “Hitler
was a prat and so are you lot". Another
conspicuous recent act was by The
Angelic Upstarts' roadie who fought off
a stage attack and sustained injuries
himself in the process.

It's that raw, and deep in Old Street,
some wicked plans are being drawn up.
Down there, they particularly hate Tom
Robinson, I suppose ‘cos he's been on the
line from the start as well as aggressively
gay, and Stiff Little Fingers, who were
the victims of the most recent stage
attack, when BMers swarmed on the anti-
racist free concert this September in
Brockwell Park, South London.

They remember no doubt the time
Fingers’ singer got a spotlight focussed on
trouble-makers, and shouted at them; “So
you're the bastards".

RAC still peddle the belief that rock
'n' roll first started with Elvis Presley and
Bill Haley (both by a strange co-incidence
true Caucasians) and insist that the youth
of Britain are fed up with their music
“being taken over by the communists".
They're going out “to get the kids on our
side”; and RAR are pledged to stop them
at source.

The NF some years ago said they
would “kick their way into the
headlines"; they must now be stopped
from rocking their way into the same
headlines. 19
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Like the indigenous peoples in the Aborigines in Alice Springs. Yet the
Americas and the Eskimos, the fnwn depends on those same despised
Aboriginal people of Australia have tAb°5' at a tourist att'a°t‘°" 53"“ °" their
suffered outrageousl from white racle. Without them, places like Alice

Y S Icolonialism. But in recent years prtabsdbwngrts?'ef%|;i?sSti;[aJtNili1i§ir ,-O 6 t
. l’they have begun ‘t0 assert their will be handed over free to Aboitiginpes y

demand5_ Jenny Green ta|ks about are groundless. The area claimed by
the fight for landrights and an °'a‘="5 <?~"° ."i?"<s “P .6 third Oi the "IT'S
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attempt to achieve some Aborigine i§ep§iZg§3i l§$'L'iSL‘l-'§'iéii'it'rBes'deS' only
independence through the out- claims "— after the sheep aifid fiatttlggine
station movement, and particularly, $tatl°“'°W“er5- the mining wmnanies
the Aborigine-run Utopia outstation. the tourist industry’ “."d the "‘atl°"a'
Only remnants of Aboriginal culture have itabt<;cli|<€Vc(i3oSt2|2fi(i3et|f‘elrhc|?£|m_ And even
survived the h t" d h ' ' - ~ R. ‘tee: 0 titles underth _ 5_ °°_|"95 an t 9 P°|5°""'l95. cu_rrent_ legislation mining will be a||Qwed

e incarceration in settlements and if it is ‘in the national interest’
d th ' ' - 'missions an e confiscation of land. To reinforce the backlash against

Aft th - - . . . _Abggigfarfcuanr20Hgg%g’ggg§L:?fiLat'°" €)\bOl'lQll‘lfi_l'lgl'ltS, the national press hasof iiie ween tribal groups. As hunters a d ' - -
gatherers they lived in delicate balaiice wggtitffnihte myo-pm peregrine
with their environment. Their culture f - .0 90-mure up’ tN'th°~ut.anyhad never needed to or _ _ oundation, mini-Arab sheikdoms in the
alien threat gamse agamst an middleof the Australian desert’ while

Early attempts at resistance therefore §j,ZSc°,II,t§,"f,gf thke fibgrigines as luntidily
led immediately to their near extinction. | - ac D as ‘C bags,‘It was the d b t _ _t_is an attempt to crush the most
that theserrsassumé y he wmte man positive trend in recent years, theavages would soon be . .
absorbed into the mainstream of colonial §1gi?;b||Shment of the Abongme Out-
society, divested of all traces of their on movemen ' Aboriginal people had
land and culture. It was a view which took Abo-
no account particularlyof the importance
of the t‘<"1"""’¢_0_l'Y In /f-\bOl'.lgl(l'lEl| culture, of
the deep spiritual significance of the very
land itself. Andalthough the assimilation
policy has officially been abandoned by
the Commonwealth (federal) Govern-
ment, prejudice still runs deep in many
whites. The government of Queensland
has been especially recalcitrant.

But Aboriginal people have shown
increasing unwillingness to accept the
whites’ terms. In 1972, continued
Pressure by Aborigine groups from all
over Australia on Canberra for land
rights proved effective. Gough Whitlam
leader of the Labour o osition_ DD .promised to recognise Aboriginal land
rights if his party came to power. When
it did, legislation was enacted to allow
Ab9"i9ines in the Northern Territory i
which has the biggest Aborigine popu
lation and was not then a state, to make
claims for their traditional land.
lgfiaftfir the Labour government fell in .

- PWQVEF. the Liberal (conservative)
government under Malcolm Fraser granted
statehood to the Territory. The new
state assembly amended the landrights
legislation,dramatically reducing its
scope and impact. ltalso restored con-
cessions to mining Companieg and
slashed funds for Aboriginal organis-
ations. While the skeleton of the NT
'a"dF|_9hts law means that some claims
are still being processed, no other States
havle s,i3\n|'iilar legislation.

n We 5lI>i'ings, th h t f
and 3 1.00Q miles ffOfl'?flC?lEll\t’he0Fe,tr\:\?h|i\'II;£;r5
pour beer into one side oftheir mouths,
an_d_o_u_t of the other spews rhetgric
¢"'t'¢'5|n9 Aborigines for drinking in the
creek bed flagon port sold to them at
inflated prices by the same wi-|ite5_
1Recent_Iy an organisation called ‘Citizens
or Civilised Living has successfully

blocked housing programmes for
20

ker treati tracho

drifted into communities based around
station homesteads, missions, settlements,
and on the fringes of town, the effects of
having to eat junk food, and live in
crowded insanitary conditions, led to
serious health problems. Many Aboriginal
groups have now moved back to establish
communities on their own tribal lands,
living a modified tribal life with minimal
white interference and supervision.
Outstations have been formed in NT, and
on the reserves spanning South and
Western Australia.

The contrast between these smaller
communities, and the squalor, disease
and social malaise of the settlements is
enormous. They have regained some
independence and dignity, and a
resurgence of spiritual life. The notice-
able strengthening of traditional law has
enabled people to cope with drinking '
problems.

Utopia, a 700 square mile cattle
station, 150 miles north east of Alice,
is an example of the success of the out-
station movement. In the days of the
Labour government, several cattle stations
were purchased and transferred to
aboriginal ownership. Initially, a white
manager was put in charge, and the
blacks had no control over the property,
though Aboriginal ‘directors’ were
appointed.

These directors finally decided to take
the company into their own hands. They
sacked the manager. The original A
structure had paid little attention to the
ownership rights of particular clans of
people to various parts of Utopia. Only
when the company was controlled by

topia outstation.
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the blacks themselves could this issue be
resolved. The solution was to decentral-
ise. Clans of people moved to establish
outstation communities on their trad-
itional lands within the Utopia pastoral
lease.

These communities have established
their own, separate but cooperative,
cattle operations within the cattle
company, which is now financially
independent of government funding after
only two years of Aboriginal control. The
funds for purchase of equipment are
generated from the proceeds of cattle
sales. The Aboriginal health service, and
women's educational programmes cater
to the needs of the outstation commun-
ities.

The station-owner's houseis empty,
and no longer the focal point of the
community. Newspapers indicate the
expensive house as a demonstrable symbol
of neglect and waste of funds. On the
contrary, it is a symbol of a time when
aboriginal strength and initiative have ""
been able to withstand, and to an extent
reject, the pressures of Europeanisation.

But neither Utopia, nor any white-run
cattle station on similar land, could
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possibly provide aneconomic base for the
400 or so people living there. A significant
amount of financial support is received by
way of unemployment benefits, pensions,
and child endowment. There are few
alternative sources of employment, even
in the pastoral and mining industries, and
these are hostile to Aboriginal interests.

Aboriginal culture survives. It is adapt-
ing to accommodate some aspects of
‘whitefella’ society. But without sound
political and economic bases, black
communities will remain at the mercy of
government whims and hypocritical
policies towards minority groups. lt is
bondage under a different name. The
outstation movement at least provides
an opportunity for Aboriginal people to
strengthen their ties to the land, and to
start posing solutions to their own
problems.

For a brief and perceptive account of
the predicament of the Aborigines, read
Janine Roberts ‘From Massacres to
Mining’, published jointly by CIMRA,
5 Caledonian Rd, London N1, and
War on Want, 467 Caledonian Rd,
London N7 9BE, 1978, £1.99.

Guycinci

GUYANA, which recently hit the headlines as the country in which the
People‘s Temple sect massacre took place, is in political turmoil. Prime
Minister Forbes Burnham, appears to be making a socialist revolution in
words only, while he holds on to power by rigged elections, and the use
of another sect, The House of Israel, led by an American convict, David
Hill, alias ‘Rabbi Washington’, to assault opposition figures. The long-
standing Marxist People's Progressive Party led by Cheddi Jagan, has been
joined in opposition by the Working Peoples Alliance, in which Walter
Rodney, author of ‘How Europe Underdeveloped Africa’ is active.
Rodney was arrested on an arson charge after the HQ of Burnham‘s
People's National Congress caught fire on ll July, 1979. Now out on bail,
he talked to Alex Pascal.

I would start with this case of arson
in which a number of us are held. The
government has no intention of proceed-
ing with a speedy trial. They refused our
application to have a date named for
preliminary hearing and we are therefore
still at the stage of ‘report’. This is signif-
icant in the light of certain practices
which the government has adopted in the
past, of using political cases and stringing
them out over a period of two years or
more.

Secondly, outside of the court the
extent of mass activity has increased and
the extent of police repression has also
increased. We had an incident outside of
the court of some twenty-eight persons,
belonging to the Working Peoples’
Alliance, being beaten, placed in ta
vehicle and carried off outside the city
to be let loose and left to make their way
back to their homes as best they could.

They were beaten because they were
picketing, they were wearing the normal
slogans of peaceful pickets, outside the
court. And on this occasion they were
set upon not by the thugs of the House
of lsrael, the Rabbi Washington, but
rather by the police themselves.

The police have constantly claimed
that they have others to be brought to
trial, or against whom charges will be
laid, but in fact this has not occurred;
so it remains three persons who are
charged with arson.

Obviously, many restrictions on one‘s
freedom arise out of the fact that one is
on bail. At least one of the other defend-
ants has made an attempt to leave the
country on legitimate business, and this
has been denied. In my own case, I travel
quite frequently, again in pursuit of my
own livelihood since I am not allowed to
work in Guyana. And as long as the trial
is on, so long as the case is left to hang
over our heads, then quite obviously it
means that I would be a prisoner in
Guyana. F

We are getting a tremendous amount
of support. We have had this period of
tremendous upsurge in Grenada, in
Dominica, in which the Caribbean people
have said ‘no’ to tyranny and petty
dictatorships. And it seems to us that the
moment is at hand in Guyana when the
Guyanese people are also saying their ‘no’

There is in fact mass protest going on
in this society at the moment, mainly at
the level of the trade unions who are out
on strike. (There's the Bauxite union, and
then there are two unions in sugar:
GAWU — Guyana Agricultural Workers
Union —- and NASICE -- National
Association of Industrial and Commercial
Employees. Bauxite and sugar are, of
course, the largestsectors of production.
And then we have on strike also the
Clerical‘ and Commercial Workers Union
and the University of Guyana Staff
Association. .

On 16 August we had the police
using tear gas to disperse one of our N
meetings, and on the 17th large spontan-
eous demonstrations of people moving on
the streets. It is obvious that police
repression and government repression
brings in its wake a certain renewed
vigour on the part of people. The
government had hoped to cow people
into submission and instead the various
acts of provocation and violence are
bringing more and more persons out onto
the streets, and we think therefore that
we have reached a point of ultimate con-
frontation with the minority government
led by Forbes Burnham.

The PNC (Peoples National Congress)
as a party has already disintegrated to a
point at which what they would have
called a mass base is no longer with them.
They constitute now a clique in govern-
ment, a clique which is prepared to hold
on to power by whatever means; and it
is clear even from their attempts, their
very futile attempts at public meetings,
that they have lost whatever semblance
of mass character which they previously
had some 10 or 15 years ago.

If we had the opportunity, as was the
case in St.Lucia, to vote for a new govern-
ment, then the PNC would have been
voted out of power a long time ago.
Because we lacked that opportunity and
because the PNC clique which rules has
made it clear that they will not allow the
people of Guyana to go to the polls and
elect their own representatives in free and
fair elections, then the people have no
alternative but to resort to various acts
of non-cooperation and civil disobedience,
striking, withdrawing their working power
and so on. We have to engage in a level of
confrontation which will show the
Guyana government, as it showed the
Patrick John regime, that the people of
Guyana have had enough.

Everyone in Guyana knows that for.
the last 10 years, at the very least, we
have had a mockery of elections. No one
expects to take the word ‘elections’ in
the mouth of the PNC very seriously.
And it is already clear that the present  
prime minister has every intention of
becoming an executive president under a
new constitution, and that the chanc es
of electoral change will become even less
-—even more microscopic under a new
constitution than under the present; and
therefore from one end of the country to
the other people are coming out and
saying ‘what we require is an alternative
government now’.

This is a position being taken by
workers. Very recently, indeed on 15
August, a statement was circulated by
many prominent businessmen in Guyana,
to which they have attached their signat-
ures, saying that what the country
requires is a government comprising the
various political parties, because of the
nature of the social, political and
economic crisis caused by the deterior-
ation in human rights and civil rights
in this society under PNC misrule.

Now when you have very conservative,
usually apolitical, businessmen taking
this sort of stand, you can understand
that this is now a truly national crisis in
which all strata and all classes are
responding to the demand that the PNC
must go. We have moved beyond election.
We say that elections must be reinstituted
in Guyana after the PNC goes, and that
the Working Peoples Alliance and many
other groups are prepared to allow
international or Caribbean-wide super-
vision of elections after the PNC has been
removed from power.

21
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Twice the size of Britain and with a population of only three million,
Paraguay has been ruled for the past twenty-five years by the brutal
dictator, Alfredo Stroessner, the son of a Bavarian immigrant, and the
longest surviving dictator in the western hemisphere. Most of the
country has been under permanent state of seige throughout his rule
and the torture of political and common prisoners continues to be
standard practice on detention One million Paraguayans live outside
the country as a result of the grossly unequal distribution of land and

ersecution of political opposition Emmanuel Goncalves writes.

Dr Mengele- The ideological base of the Stroessner
rh angel ofdeath regime is an anti-communism so rabid

that even the centre-right Christian
Democrat Party is denied legal represent-
ation on the grounds that it is ‘communist-
infiltrated'. As opposition politician
Domingo Lair'io has shown in a new book
now circulating inside Paraguay, there is a
lot of money to be made out of the
convenient ‘anti-communist’ ticket for
Stroessner and his henchmen. (Laino, an
immensely brave, and some would say
foolhardy politician, was himself kid-
napped in broad daylight the day after
returning from Washington last year,
where he denounced the constant vio-
lation of human rights by the Stroessner
dictatorship before the Organisation of
American States and the US media, and
requested the US Government to end
their consistent financial and military
support for Stroessner.)

Under Stroessner Paraguay has for
long been a refuge for embezzlers and
financial tricksters from all over the
world. In more recent years the country
has also become an international haven
for fascist groups of which the recently-
arrived former Nicaraguan President
Somoza and his 20-person entourage are
just the latest and most well-known
examples. Already residing in Paraguay
are German Nazis, Croatian and Italian
fascists, Chilean terrorists and World
Anti-Communist League cronies. Most
important in the long term however are
the sinister links being forged between
Stroessner's regime and South Africa.

After the Second World -War, many
hundreds of Nazis from Europe sought
refuge in Paraguay in isolated agricultural
colonies. Of these the most infamous is
Dr. Joseph Mengele, the ‘angel of death‘
at Auschwitz concentration camp, who is
featured in the best-selling novel and film
The Boys from Brazil. Following the
abduction of Adolf Eichmann in
Argentina, Mengele left that country and
crossed over to Paraguay in May 1959. He
was granted Paraguayan citizenship in
November, as number 809, without even
bothering to use an assumed name.

Since 1964 the governments of West
Germany and Israel have repeatedly
requested the extradition of Mengele but
without success. According to Time
magazine Mengele serves as an advisor to
the Paraguayan police and frequently
travels to remote areas where indigenous
peoples are being hunted down and
reduced to slave labour. In December

1977 Laino, in a motion to Parliament,
requested an enquiry into the granting of
Paraguayan nationality to Mengele, but
Stroessner's ruling Colorado Party
blocked the motion. On 12 June 1979 a
local paper ABC published a statement by
Simon Wiesenthal in Vienna that he was
going to ask the United Nations to obtain
the extradition of Mengele from Paraguay.
Dr. Miguel Angel Bestard, the number
two man in the infamous Ministry of the
Interior then denied that Mengele was in
Paraguay.

Despite this denial, international
pressure continued to mount in the weeks
lea ding up to Stroessner's celebration on
15 August of 25 years of dictatorial rule
in Paraguay. On 3 August 57 US
men sent him a telegram protesting his
continued protection of Mengele and on
12 August the Paraguayan Supreme Court
formally revoked Mengele's citizenship,
after finding him guilty of war crimes,
something which took them seventeen
years to do. Any doubts that the decision
did not reflect any change of heart by
Stroessner were dispelled days later with
the news that another war criminal, Gustav
Franz Wagner, released after the Brazilian
Government had rejected a West German
request for extradition, had crossed into
Paraguay.

In August 1977 another wanted Nazi,
former SS Captain Eduard Rosch mann,
‘the Butcher of Riga’ whose atrocities are
retold in Frederick Forsyth's The Odessa
File, died in an Asuncion hospital. In the
few days before his identity was
established, Emilio Wolff, a former
concentration camp inmate and a
member of Paraguay's tiny Jewish
community, swore to the press that he
could recognise Roschmann if he passed
him in the street. The same night his
statements were published, Wolff's home
was sprayed with bullets from a passing
car.

More evidence of a continuous neo- '
Nazi presence in Paraguay is supplied by
periodic announcements in the official
press of visits to Stroessner by Col. Hans
Rudel —— Luftwaffe pilot and Hitler's
most decorated officer and a well-known
neo-Nazi in the West German army who
was the central figure in a recent scandal
surrounding a Nazi war veterans’ reunion,
staged with the knowledge of German
army chiefs in November 1976. And on
21 April last year neo-Nazis in Paraguay
organised a public meeting on Rudolph
Hess. Also of note, during the past four
years the von Thyssen steel barons of-
West Germany have been buying up large
tracts cf’ land in Paraguay.

Through the World Anti-Communist
Leagues (WACL) with headquarters in
South Korea and today largely funded by
Saudi Arabia, Stroessner maintains
contacts with ultra-right wing organis-
ations in Europe and the rest of Latin
America. In April this year Paraguay
hosted the twelftII Congress of the WACL,
with 400 delegates from 81 countries
taking part. The Congress elected as ' ii

0Z|S WACL's new President Dr Juan Manuel I
Frutos, top man among Paraguay's anti-
communists and head of Stroessner's
Rural Welfare Institute, which has been
the main organisation used to maintain
the grossly unequal system of land tenure
in Paraguay.

Among the foreign ‘guests’ at the
meeting were Thailand's Gen. Prapham
Kulapichitz, an anti-guerrilla expert,
Liberia's obscure former Minister of
Justice Lawrence Morgan, Uruguay's
Army Chief-of-Staff General Hugo
Medina, Spain's head of the fascist party
Fuerza Nueva, Blas Pinar, and Philippine
Catholic Cardinal Archbishop Julio
Rosales,'a veteran participant in WACL
meetings who considers that martial law
in his country —- which has taken the lives
of thousands -- is justified by the
communist threat. Delegates were quick
to condemn what they called ‘Carter-
Communism’.

More importantthan the grandiose
meetings which it holds, are the contacts I I I I I I I
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which WACL encourages bet ween its ‘ *
member organisations. Carlos Barbeiro
Filho, the Brazilian president of the
South American division of WACL
operates a finance company in Asuncion,
Financiera Urundey, which acts as a
conduit for laundering ‘dirty money’
from Saudi Arabia and South Korea
through Paraguay's completely free
foreign exchange market to anywhere else
in the world. He also arranges training
courses in Taipei for Paraguayan police.

In December 1977, Paraguay's section
of Interpol arrested Elio Massagrande and
Gaetano Orlando, heads of the fascist
organisation Ordine Nuovo, wanted in
Italy for ordering the July 1976 murder
of a magistrate Vittorio Occorsio in the

...... *
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new Palace of Justice and a 14 storey
Foreign Ministry building with soft loans
totalling US $ 10 million. In January
1975 a 14 man South African economic
mission led by Foreign Minister Brand
Fournie tied upa financial package for
US $22 million in loans to the National
Development Bank and for credit lines to
the Army Engineers’ Command for
importing South African fertilisers and
road-making equipment. The team's one
visit outside Asuncion was to the
Department of Itapua, the southeastern
agricultural strong hold of Paraguay's
wealthy German community, most of
whom settled in the country after 1945.

In August of 1975 South Africa's head
of State Vorster visited Paraguay with a
group of top officials, most of whom
figured in the ‘Muldergate’ scandal —
Chancellor Dr Hilgard Muller, Foreign
Minister Brand Fournie and State
Security QhiefHH Van der Bergh. In this?
first official visit to South America
Vorster met with all his Ambassadors in
‘the Western hemisphere in Asuncion and
'signed additional loans to various
Paraguayan Government agencies. And at
the height of the Muldergate scandal in
March this year, the head of Intelligence
of the Armed Forces in South Africa, 6
Major-General Pieter Willen Van der
Mesthuizen made a surprise trip to confer
with Stroessner in Asuncion. He was
accompanied by what were described as
his ‘Paraguayan military aides‘ — Cnel.
Dionisio Chaves Altumann and Cnel. Dr.
Victor Boettner, both Paraguayan army
officials of German extraction. 1

Relations with the regimes in
Zimbabwe and Namibia are also on the
increase. Already the illegal processing of
Rhodesian tobacco by a Paraguayan

Centre of R°me- H°WeVe"- th‘-”Y were Veteran Nazi-himter Simon Wiesenthal compa-ny La MeT|cedOr|.?' for later re-
released days later and have been living exP°m"9 13° 0 and’ as beenf | - P - _ Th t there _ denounced to the UN Sanctions
VS: grgsuxagrlgaig, %ZrVZ'?ge,.e|ea2e them credentials to Stroessner! Although Committee. The pro-Government press
is hardly surprising considering that it was
Stroessnerhimself who invited Mirko
Tremaglia, leader of the neo-fascist
Movimiento Social ltaliano to lecture to
the youth wing of his ruling Colorado
Party in September 1977.

Another fascist organisation which
uses Paraguay as a ‘safe base? is the ultra-
right Croatian autonomy movement
which has waged terrorist war against the
Government of President Tito in
Yugoslavia for many years. The original
contact was made in July 1973 by
Croatian extremists with Stroessner's
entourage during his private visit to
Bavaria to visit the birth place of his
father in Hof, near the Czechoslovak
border. The Croatians were seeking refuge
following an attack on the Yugoslav
Embassy in Stockholm. Ten were granted
asylum in Paraguay, ostensibly hired to
train Stroessner's personal bodyguard, the
Batallon Escolta.

Tony Zarisch, alias Casimiro Weller,
their leader, opened a karate school and
was soon training Paraguayan police in
‘self defence’ at the Department of
Investigations — Stroessner's infamous
torture centre. One of the Croat
extremists granted asylum, Jozo
Damjanovic in June 1976 shot and killed
Uruguay's Ambassador to Paraguay
Carlos Abdala as he walked in the city
centre. The killer had mistaken him for
the Yugoslav Ambassador accredited to
Paraguay who was in town to present his

Zarisch and the others were arrested at waxes eloquent in its welcoming for
the time, their pull with top authorities is White Rhodesians, such as in this editorial
so strong that they were soon released
and are still operating from Paraguay.
Two of them, Milo Baresic and Ivan
Vujicevic were later hired as personal

from ABC newspaper, Paraguay's leading
daily on 6 October, 1976, “Among the
countries which could receive the
Rh odesians-, ours is one of the best.

bodyguards to Paraguay's Ambassador to Physical reasons —- good land, excellent
the Unitee States, Mario Lopez Escobar,
which enabled them to travel widely on
diplomatic passports. Their continuing
terrorist activities, mostly based in
Paraguay, have been under investigation
by the F.B,l. recently and in July they
were handed over to the US authorities
for an alleged assault in New York in
March 1978. I

Also residing in Paraguay is the
Chilean hit group which, under the
command of Gen. Roberto Viaux was
responsible for murdering Gen. Rene
Schneider in Chile in October 1970.
Viaux regularly visits the group in
Paraguay which operates under the cover
of FEGESA, a cattle auction company
ostensibly owned by a German named
Ernesto Gehre.

Since April 1974 when Stroessner,
with a 100-strong Paraguayan delegation,
figured as the first non-African head of
State to visit South Africa in 20 years,
economic and political relations between
the two countries have expanded rapidly.
After this visit South Africa agreed to

climate, a small population: political
reasons -— stability: and legal reasons —-~
Iaws protecting immigrants and foreign
capital. All these add up to Paraguay's
being of interest to those Rhodesians who
decide to leave their country." And
Paraguay has opened an Information
Office in Windhoek, Namibia for Whites
interested in emigrating to South America.

Culture and trading links between the
two countries have increased rapidly,
military ties are also strong. The South
African military mission in Paraguay is
second only to Brazil in size and the
second-in-command of the Paraguayan
army, General Andres Rodriguez, whose
involvement in heroin smuggling to the
USA caused a diplomatic row with the
US Government in 1971, recently made a
tour of South African military bases. The
Apartheid regime has already begun to
supply the Stroessner armed forces with
military hardware on concessionary
payment terms.

More recently the international link
between the two regimes was cemented
with the inauguration of Paraguay's
Embassy in Pretoria, A Paraguayan priest
was flown there especially to bless the
structure. Not surprisingly the spacious
building which covers an area of 1,000 sq.
metres was an outri ht ift from thefinance the construction of Stroessner's South African GoV£.nmgent_
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Ifcilion Left Press   

If the only possibility of change in Italy is linked to change in the Communist Party, will Lotta Continua
address its debate more towards the PCI? Lotta Continua interview..."-
What is Lotta Continua's view of the Historic Com-
promise?
The Historic Compromise was a theory put over by
the secretary of the Communist Party in 1973 after
the coup d’etat in Chile. From the Chilean experience,
the Communist Party worked out that you couldn't
have in Italy -- as you had in Chile ——- a government
without the Christian Democrats. That was the
institutional view of the thing.

Then there was a sort of philosophical theory
which said that revolution in a highly industrialised
country was possible only with the real forces that
counted in the society -- in Italy they were the
communist forces, the socialist forces, and the '
Catholic ones. Then they made a little sophisticated
somersault, saying the Catholic forces were Christian
Democrats. In that they changed a lot from what had
been the line of the Communist Party.

Now, we always opposed this theory. In fact, Lotta
Continua had a strange life because when it was born
it was not very much interested in finding an institu-
tional way in which we could be involved. We were
very interested at the beginning in 1969 only in social
struggles -'- student struggles, and the assembly line
workers’ struggles which were widespread in Italy in  
1969. So our problem was to make the government
fall, not to make a government.

In 1975 we supported the Communist Party. In
1976 we went into the election with all the
revolutionary left of Italy united in an electorial
group called Democrazia Proletaria. We put every-
thing into that election, we expected a lot. But we
didn't get much. We got 1.5 per cent of the votes, six
deputies, and one of them was a Lotta Continua one.
The result of the election was a big vote for the
Communist Party — 34.4 per cent —- and a big result
for the Christian Democrats, 38.8. It was a realshock
for the extreme left, for everybody. A lot of people
dropped out. I
How and whyjwas Lotta Continua dissolved?

We had an extraordinary congress in November
‘1976 in which the organisation dissolved. This is the
first case example of a revolutionary organisation
disappearing and deciding not to continue.
But you were only founded the year before, weren't
you?

Yes, but the organisation was built in 1969. At the
beginning of the 1970's. it was faily widespreadin the
north, and we sent a lot of militants to the south
where we had fantastic experiences with unemployed
struggles and with the new struggles, for example in
the new factories that were being built.

Then we had a section that was involved only in
work with soldiers, the supposed 'proIetarians in
uniform.’ For example, in 1974 we called for a general
strike in the barracks and some places did answer. We
worked in support‘ of the divorce referendum. Every
year the revolutionary left showed its force in a
national demonstration -— we always had something
like 80,000 - 100,000 people.
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 But in 1975, at the congress, a small part of the
organisation split, from the left, saying you needed a
more military way of taking advantage of the
situation. Many of the people who had built up the
prison network also split, the people who tried to
pose the question of criminality in a political way.
They formed the first Proletarian Armed Nuclei, with
the theory that the criminal act and especially
robbery was in fact a reappropriation in the Marxist
term, so you didn't need to put it into politics
because it was already political.

Many people were killed by the police or by
blowing themselves up making bombs and the ones
who remained joined the Red Brigades.

This was the situation at our 1976 Congress. The
meeting was dominated by the workers, especially
from Milan and Turin, and the women. The workers
said: ‘we've had enough of being told what we've got
to do, because we can't translate these slogans into
action, so we attack the intellectual leadership of the
organisation first.’ The women were well prepared
and they did in fact carry the congress. They attacked
the principle, we called it the ‘centrality’, of the
working class, saying that it is not the only centrality
and that feminism can't accept the centrality of the
working class because it means always being
subordinate to the mass.
_ At the end you had a sort of Shakespearian finale
in which all the leadership was called onto the
platform to answer for its faults, people screaming.
The only thing left was the paper.
What did you do with it?

The paper always had a difficult life. It went on for
two or three months publishing the story of the
Congress, with debates and so on. We didn't know
what to do with this paper, you see. It was the voice
of the party, but there was no party anymore, and
everyone was going a different way. So we decided to
open the paper up. For example, older papers on the
revolutionary left do publish letters but only in a
short space, with the answer from the editor saying:
‘No you are wrong, this is the right way to do it.’ So
we decided to publish every kind of letter we had
from comrades. Many people wrote of their
experiences as in a confession. They were very
movin9- .Who now reads Lotta Continua?

We've got very accurate statistics. I mean, we've
got fundamentally two kinds of readership. One is
very young people, from 15 years old, let's say, to 18,
mostly schoolboys. A-nd the other is the older-
militants, let's say from 25 to 35.

The paper has got a very good reputation, so we
also have the intellectuals and the radical chic writing
in it —- famous writers..

But the real force is the students. You can go on a
bus and you see the people reading it. And then you
can see the page, for example in the Rome edition, of
small ads, many of them sayin : ‘I've seen ou on9 Y
that bus line at nine o'clock’ and so on -- absolutely
incredible.

This readership is opposed to the Historical
Compromise because we've seen it in action. And to
see it in action means two things. One is stopping all
working class struggles. The trade unions dominated
by the Communist Party advanced the slogan of
austerity — in this moment of crisis the working class
must be austere. So no salary increases, abandon all
issues of new kinds of work, new ways of living,
health in the factory. Inside the factory the trade
union leaders say: ‘We are in crisis, we want to
produce more.’ All this was supposed to give jobs to
the brothers in the south.

The other point wasthe attitude towards demo-
cracy. You could really see the authoritarian face of
the Communist Party on these occasions, towards
intellectuals, towards the working class, towards
students. You could see what the paper Unita was
like. You know, if you had to do a joke Russian
paper, a sort of Breznev style daily paper, you could
have Unita. And then there‘ was all the conformism of
the Communist Party -— the value of the family and
so on.
But what kind of class base does Lotta Continua have
for social change in Italy? Does the paper have a line?
Does it act as a mobilising force?

Not in that way. We don't put out an editorial
saying ‘This is our issue.’ But we do set out the
problem, try to enquire into problems, get letters,
encourage debate — and that usually has a mobilising
effect. That happened, for example on ecological
matters and with the nuclear thing.

The paper has also become a referral point from
outside. We now have an important gay movement in
Italy which is coming out quite rapidly. The gays
have decided that Lotta Continua is their paper. Then
there was big wave of strikes in November last year,
against the union line. A sort of national struggle
committee was set up which used the paper to debate
the strike. Most of the things that are moving in
society find in Lotta Continua a place in which they
can get them across.

The line about which we had a very long period of
difficult discussion, was over whether to provoke the
reader I -not to give the reader what he or she wanted
in the paper but to try to make them react to what
you are writing. The main argument over which this
was tried - - I think with success -- was terrorism and
armed struggle.

For example, on the first day after Moro was
kidnapped the editorial was absolutely against the
operation. After that some radio stations said Lotta
Continua was no longer part of the movement and
should be occupied. That went on for a year.
What is your line on the Common Market?

The Common Market is not an issue in Italy. But
we do have links with the French paper Liberation
and a new paper in Germany called Die Tageszeitung.
We will try next year to set up a joint European staff.
Already we have shared the cost of sending people to
Nicaragua and to Iran, and we published along
interview with the German Klein, a member of the
RAF.

There are two or three thinks -- one-of which is
anti-nuclear policy —- in which European links are
starting. Another is democratic issues— the convention
on extradition of prisoners. Now there is the problem
of European task forces for the Middle East. You had
the American one first, and then you had Giscard
saying ‘I have a task force’, and now you have a
German one as well.
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DENG XIAOPING SULLA AUTODETERMINAZIONE DEI POPOLI.
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Would your policy as a paper be to call for mass
mobilisation against that?

Yes, but it would be very difficult. This consumer
anarchist way of life is widespread. If they put to you
a cruel decision -- not to have any petrol but risk a
war against the Arabs I should sa the Italian. . . -  Yattitude IS not going to be so progressive.

If the only real possibility of change in Italy is linked
to change in the Communist Party, will Lotta Continua
address its debate more towards the PCI?

, Yes. But, you see, what is in crisis is not only
the Communist Party, but the conception of the
political party, the party which gives you the answer for

Communist militants haven t got a goal to reach any
more So their militancy has collapsed
You don t see the possibility of any large scale inde
pendent organisation on the left outside the Commu
nist Party ?

Yes What I see IS fragments of organisations, not
a new party, but people who organise Ithemselves
not on a general issue, but to achieve a particular ~
thing. The attitude of the single person is to find an
an autonomous space : that could be organisation
in the factories, in the town, in the district and so on.

But if we have to face an energy crisis in the winter
I should_say the Communist Party is going to take ov r
again the leadership of all these movements, because
there isn't anything else. I
Can the paper survive ?  1  

We have a lot of projects. We know we can reach
50,000 copies with better distribution, with local
editions, things like that. So it’s quite frsutrating.
We see there is a market, but we don't have the
money to invest there. But we can stay the same.

for everything. It's a sort of crisis of identity. The
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1 he pi‘ _l
A film by Chris Marker, Amanda Mattelart et al. France 1976.
English version by Susan Sontag. Narrated by Donald Sutherland
A powerful new documentary about the international plot
to overthrow the Govemment of Popular Unity in Chile.
Now showing.at THE l.C.A. CINEMA,
the Mall. b.O. n0. 930 5393
Also available for hire from The Other Cinema Ltd., 12/13 Little
Newport St. London wc2. tel I01) 734 8508/9

A0/I if /oryet . . .
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SCREEN
Volume 20 Number 1
Michel Foucault What is an Author? Sue Clayton and Jonathan
CW/my 'AU'Ihof5hiD' and Independent Cinema Steve Neale ‘Triumph
of the WilI'_ Ian Cormell TV News and the Social Contract Stuart
Marshall Video Technology and Practice
Single issues: £1.95 (plus 35p despatch charge)

SCREEN EDUCATION
Number 31 Interventions
Raymond Williams/Umberto Eco/Manuel Alvarado Teaching and
Television Carl Gardner/A Ian Horrox/Denis MacShane Anti-Racist
Struggles in'Broadcasting and the Press John Thompson The
progressive Text Jenny Taylor and Dave Laing Disco-Pleasure-
Discourse Griselda Pollock Photography Jim Grealy The Media's
War in Ireland Richard Collins Unions, Media and Accountability

n

Single issues: £1.50 (plus 35p despatch charge)

Please send money with all orders. Subscription details and lists of
back issues and of the wide range of publications we distribute are
available from:
SEFT, 29 Old Compton Street, London W1 V 5PL

Society for Education in Film and Television

U IQUE OPPORTUNITY...
ACCOUIIIS Clerk Organiser
Advertising person Paster-up
Agitprop collector Photographer
Al'ChI\!IS1Z gP|'inte|'
Artist Promoter
Big shot tycoon Reporter

Wwewxemn be my/"-‘ 2:.::';:;'::I';;" §§iif';.‘i?IiL //I an /iambero u/1_/'t‘J up 0 M8 D_._,,, ,,,, . _,, 0
Q4167/&l’,D6!Q5/5?/Itb0Xe~5)- ,  Distfibution enthusiast gfilftlitjirn

j _a/' 6flféfld€c:"?(J_{0r m0l/E-" Driver Sports writer
men an 16.5‘ broad J'€Il.$'€, am Fiiingcierk TYPQSBIIIBI‘
Cd/I tlféd w /D/"012, an dfld Film huff Troublemaker

gt ueye _ 5‘ H Silo? Wheeler and dealer
d’é’%0/?$Z’0ft0/‘IS’, _/abs; pd /Q3’, tjfjzfgmwem “""°'

Ia Jexpol, boo/<5 -- you/1 e Lb. Librarian Zimonm
7776 boxes‘ all between class060, I If yiou are at least one of tlhose things - preferably more -

g or I you d like to be, you d be very welcome on the
) ' 15$]/exzr collective. We've got lots of big plans for the future

,c% ' d like more people to join us. Enthusiasm is more im-
-JU/7l mtéfrbé . important than experience and you're obviously a socialist
A Cg/IICQZ £060’ feminist, anarchist, communist, trotskyist, libertarian trouble-
d‘ % C /7 ' _ /.5 U1 , ift’ making dissident who shouldn't get on anybody's jury list

67766 ‘ O0 ll f/U177 or you wouldn't be reading this.
D6?!/(U 5/222/ df If that sounds about right for you, we're holding a special

(/7 introductory open collective meeting on Saturday September
Cafedgnla QQad_ , 29 at 3pm. We'll introduce ourselves and give you some idea

what the collective is like. And afterwards there'll be a party
or some other form of merriment. Details from the office

V on 278 0146.
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The Edinburgh Fihn Festival, now in its 33rd year, combines a ,
distinguished international reputation with a good track record in
screening feminist and socialist films. Joanna Bly thman talked to Lynda  
Myles, Director of the Festival, and took a look at this year's fihns.
FEMINISM HAS BEEN ii stffllid 1'!-Inning this is simply because of the problems
through tho film festival for many Yea-Ts involved in getting financial support for
how, Lynda Myles is herself 3 Committed independent films. An American film,
feminist and sees this not only as a matter like Harlan County, for example could
of showing tho fight films but in terms of callluspon a number of established sources
the organisation of the actual festival. ‘for money. Likewise, one of this year's
Most of the people who work at the _ feminist films, Abortion — from Knitting
festival are women and feminists because Needle :0 Pglitigal swordplay, made in
it has booomo apparent ovol‘ 3 Illlmhor of The Netherlands, was given sub-titles atyears that women seem to stand up better the expense of the Dutch government
to the strain of working often a 20 hour which meant that it could be Shown
dflY- AP?-1'15 from the Prsotios-1 aspect! abroad. But in Britain, not suprisingly, no
however, they can create a strong sugh help is given
supportive atmosphere in which to work. True to form, this years Film Festival

A “feminist film", for Lynda Myles, is has come up with yet another batch of
one which shows some committnentto a goodies which deserve more than a
feminist position either in terms of its second look,
contentor its form. Content is fairly Th P f M I th P ti f
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of Chantal Akerman, for example, illust-I Ciermany 1978’ '5 a powerful film whmh
rates this Akerman gives space in her S ows the problems encountered by afilms to things which are almost never woman when she trys to escape from her
Shown in that way like the daily gestures violent husband. It was made with the co-

’ - ' f hof a woman They are the lowest m the operation o the women w o live in the
hierarchy of film images , Berlin refuge for battered women, who

A kiss or a Car crash come higher’ and act out their own experiences in a semi-
I documentary manner. Ideal for showing

in Women's Aid Refuges or to provoke
discussion on male violence against
women. 76 minutes.
Abortion -- from Knitting Needle to
Political Swordplay Directed by Hillie
Molenaar, The Netherlands 1978,
documents the struggle for abortion
rights in the Netherlands, starting in the
late 1960's, and shows how it became a

coming out of Britain today, according to Political issue dependeht ‘-1Poh the ' i ' A  
Lynda, is that there's so little of it, and Politicians’ hunger fol‘ Powol-'1 it also

not coincidentally. It s because they are
women's gestures that they count for so
little. Lynda Myles feels that it's import-
ant that feminist film-makers make a
departure from the commercial camera
which tends to treat women in a voyeur-
isitc way, almost as though it was shot
through a key-hole.

One of the disapointing things about
the Feminist and Socialist work that's
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depicts the struggles of individual women
and what it has meant to them both
personally and politically. A useful film
as a weapon in the campaign for free
abortion on demand. 60 minutes.
Taking a Part Directed by Jan Worth, UK
1979, is an excellent film on the subject
of prostitution, perhaps the first real
feminist film on the subject. It centres on
the experience of two girls from a
working class background, and treats the
fact that they are prostitutes as only one
of a complete set of relevant issues:
problems of being a single parent, the
unrewarding nature and exploitation of
traditional ‘woman's work’, and focuses
on how an escape into fantasy can
obscure any real understanding of reality
and how to change it. 45 minutes.
Often During The Day a film by Joanna
Davies, UK 1979, illustrates the boredom
and repetitiveness of housework, by
looking in minute detail at the kinds of
habits and routines that we take for
granted as part of our identities as
women. It’s set in a kitchen and uses this
as a concept with which to analyse the
ideology of the family and capitalist
relations. 15 minutes.
The Spell of the Past Directed by Barbara
Evans, UK 1979, is about a film director
(male) who imagines that the women who
work alongside him are witches (he is
making a sexist film on the subject). It's
very funny but at the same time deals
with the serious issue of how men can
find strong women very threatening. 25
minutes. -
I Stand Here Ironing Directed by Midge
McKenzie, USA 1979, is a mother's
reflections as she works at her ironing
board. The woman has raised her children
on her own, and she thinks about the
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Film

Adding a tasteof reality

‘ 9America s working class is largely invisible to British eyes. But
Hollywood‘s latest offerings on the subject have-not improved
the picture., Nick Grant has been to the movies

If we try hard there is a tatty mosaic that
can be composed from the bits. On TV
there are the junkies and the honest cops
Kojak, and the wise-cracking mini adults
of Fonz, in the rural setting The
Waltons toil effortlessly and countless

gunslingers and cattle herders have
achieved nobility. Documentary and news
footage is usually concerned with spectacle
(Three Mile Island), and matters of state
(the energy crisis). But other than the
struggles to maintain law ’n’ order, strive
for decent self-advancement, or simply
make a fast buck, where are all the folks
who produce the nation's Wealth?

Well if we look away from the small .
screen towards Hollywood of the late J
‘70’s, in its traditional guise as movie
factory, we see an increasing number ‘
of scenarios firmly situated amongst
the working class. They comprise big-budget
feature films which have done well at the
box office in the States, and have been
released here on th-at basis.  

I include films such as Saturday Night Fever,
Taxi Driver, The Deer Hunter in this category.

The trouble is that these movies, whilst
undeniably picturing a class both at work and
at home,_do not admit of workers seeing ,
themselves as such. There is no sign of collec-
tive action bound by a conception of their
class position. ROCKY is another such movie.
They all highlight males alone in their class,
who make it by and for themselves. They
are just movies which show working class
capitulation rather than attack.

But we have to be more circumspect than
that. If we agree that trades unions are tra-
ditionally a form of expression for class con-

Conrinued from previous page
damage her struggle for survival in the
early years has done to the relationship
between herself and her daughter. .20
minutes.
Northern Lights Directed by John
Hansson and Rob Nilsson, a rare example
of American independant political
cinema, depicts the lives and struggles of
the Scandanavian immigrant farmers in
the Americaniwheatbelt in 1915, and in
particular the ‘emergence of the Non-
Partisan League, a radical, grassroots
political movement. Combines a clear
political message, with some starkly
beautiful photography (black and white)
and a real feel for the period. 93 minutes.
A1-my of Lovers, or Revolt of the Perverts
Directed by Rosa von Praunheim, West
Germany, 1979, looks at the various
strands in the Gay movement in the
United States, ranging from Gay Quakers
to Gay Nazis (No, not Gays against the
Nazis). No doubt comprehensive, the film
is fascinating, but a bit short on clear
analysis apart from the odd Tom
28 '

sciousness we must also look at the treat-
ment Hollywood has dealt recent movies
that centrally concern the unions -1-Most
notable of these have been Harlan County,
USA, Blue Collar and Norma Rae. There is
also F.I.S. T1 a piece of fictionalised labour
history, where Stallone portrays a thinly
disguised version of Teamster leader
Jimmy Hoffa. This film posits corrupt
union officialdom as a modern evil, which
has echoes in the three other movies.

Harlan County USA is far from being
typical Hollywood fare. It is an indepen-
dently produced documentary covering a
major union dispute. Nevertheless it was
amongst the topfifjay grossing films list-
ed in Variety, and won the Oscar for best
documentary. Its distribution in Britain
has been patchy although The Other I
Cinema has kept it going in London
with runs at the Scala and the Ritzy. It
has also reached the regional film theatres
and been used at political meetings like
those organised by the Socialist Worker
Bookbus. It is a film remarkable both for ‘
its political stance and the circumstances
of its making.

. At the end of 1972 Arnold Miller, Mike
Trbovich and Harry Patrick had emerged‘ as
leaders of a rank and file grouping within
the United Mine Workers of America called
Miners for Democracy, They campaigned
on issues like local autonomy, the right to
ratify contracts, black lung benefits and
disablement compensation. Director
Barbara Kopple was at first able to raise
9000 dollars. She then toured the coalfields
with a paid crew gathering footage to cut
for a promotional film to raise further funds.
The reform leadership got in which encourag-

Robinson number thrown in. Worth
seeing nevertheless. 107 minutes.
Scum Directed by Alan Clarke, UK 1979,
a film of conditions in Her Majesty’s
borstals, made after the BBC banned its
TV screening. Shows the level of instit-
utionalised violence that -is used to
control the inmates and how this depends
for it’s existance on a hierarchy of male
violence which brutalises both staff and
inmate alike. Heavy going, but very
necessary. Hopefully, it might go on
wider release. 96 minutes.
Nicaragua September 1978 Directed by
Frank Diamand, Netherlands 1978, docu-
ments the struggle against Somoza that
broke out in September 1978, and
includes interviews both with. members of
the Sandinista liberation‘ front and
ordinary people who had been on the
receiveing end of Somoza’s retaliation.
The film also provides an important
historical and economic background to
the current situation. 41 minutes.
For any information about hiring these
films con tact: The Filmhouse, 88 Lothian
Road Edinburgh. (031) 228 6382/3.

ed the workers at Brookside East Kentucky
to join the UMWA. The mine owner Duke
Power said no, and the new leaders had
their first fight on their hands. She went
down to Harlan with chief cinematographer
Hart Perry, filming, and gaining the confi-
dence of the local community, who later took
part in major editorial and research duties.
Often in strategy meetings at the Brookside
Women’s Club they would be asked directly,
irrespective of whirring cameras, if they
could be relied on to appear on the coming
picket.

The,_women’s intervention was crucial to
the outcome of the strike, in the same way as
the cameras some what dimmed the violent
urges of the scabs and police. Duke Power held
out with the support of scabs initially, but
later a court injunction limited the picket
numbers to six workers. The women’s fan-
tastic response was to organise strike support
fund raising, and to ‘man’ the pickets them-
selves. Tense scenes of confrontation climax
with the fatal shooting of a young miner
Lawrence Jones. Under pressure from
Washington the company gave in and signed
the UMWA recognition contract. They were
out again though when Power refused to
sign the 1974 national coal contract.

A number of leading players emerge from
the cast of real life characters, which in part
explains the unprecedented popularity for
this type of movie. Lois Scott, a miner’s wife,
plays a leading role in picket organisation,
and brandishes the gun she keeps in her
ample bosom as a measure of her commit-
ment. Her arch enemy as we the audience
see it is Basil Collins. the mine foreman and
leader of the hired scabs. He has the pot-
bellied,'bow legged swagger of a degenerate
John Wayne, and spouts a similar line in
anti-Communism, He is really all we know
of the strikebreakers, as they rightfully
distrusted the crew.

Much additional footage is interwoven
throughout the chronological exposition of
the dispute. There is an interview with early
UMWA president John L. Lewis on the need
to organise, and with doctors and retired
miners on the horrific effects of black lung.
There are scenes of Jock Yablonski’s challenge
to Tony Boyle’s leadership in 1969, Yablon-
ski’s subsequent assassination alongside his
wife and daughter, and Boyle’s indictment
for complicity,'Miller’s leadership of the
Miners for Democracy, which ousted Boyle
in ’72, and his record in the reformed UMWA
are treated critically..The film ends by saying
that miners, and by extension all workers,
are involved in a continuous struggle to defend
and advance their interests. Rank and file
miners have waged a successful political fight.

Besides a crack about how. at the end of a
day in the mines, all workers arc black, the
question of racism is not central to Harlan
County. What is so infuriating then about
Blue Collar is that racism, together with
union corruption, comes to divide a trio of
workers who are on the verge of something
good. That ‘something good’ ought to have
been an organised response to a lot of hassle.
They work in a Detroit car plant with
unsafe conditions, racist supervision, back-
logged.gricvances and conniving union
officials. For Jerry (Harvey Keitel) and
Zeke (Richard Pryor) the pressure doesn’t  
stop there. They have families. They’ve got
to find the TV rental, pay for braces on
growing teeth, put food in the kids’
stomachs. They are pincered in the claws
of modern consumer capitalism. ‘Not
only are they required to break their backs
on the line to subsist, they are driven to
spend that money, and more, to consume
the products that make their down-time
recuperative, a sanctuary from the job.’

‘BlueColar

 _ 

This hind rather than the realism of And for those industrial workers maso- J01) and 11 hcflfl Of gold» He The-1'1 di$flPP@flI$
their working conditions, is what is harrow-
ing in the film. The filming was donc at
Checker Motors plant in Kalamaimo,
Michigan, which produces fifty vchiclcs
per day. The major truck and car plants
assemble fifty to sixty pcr hour. We
never see a fully moving assembly line,
nor the many women and workers of
diverse nationalities, who make up a typical-
Detroit workforce. No matter the picture
is still vivid. But writer-director Paul Sharder,
fresh from his script success on Taxi Driver,
fudges it. The vital questions raised are side-
stepped and treated with dcprcssingly
melodramatic solutions. Thcy’rc pissed off
with work so they dccidc to rob the safe
at their union HQ. Thcy hunglc that in comic
fashion, but come away with a lodger that
has blackmail potential. Thcy thcn begin
squabbling about how best to capitalise on
this. But . . . somebody arranges Smokey’s
asphyxiation in the spraying room, and
Zeke is bought off with a shop stcward’s
position. Jerry is hounded by a clean looking
FBI agent for the bank job, following a
tip-off from someone, probably Zeke. The
racial split is final when, after Jerry has
accused him of selling out by accepting
the shop steward’s job, Zeke tells him that
as a black he is unlikely to have another
such opportunity: ‘You’re my friend. But
you’re thinking white.’

An observation of Smokey"s made half-
way through the movie is reiterated over
the closing credits. ‘Everything they do -
the way they pit the lifer against the new
boy, the old against the young, the black
against the white -- is meant to keep us in
our places.’ The film has undeniably defined
a problem, but who are the they that Smokey
is onabout? Like _Ff.1.S. T.. unioncorruotion
seems to be the evil at work. There 1s no
sign of criticism of the company or govern-
ment. Few fellow workers are involved in
the expression of their grievances. There is
no place for even a caricatured community
or political activist. The value of the film
therefore is limited. It serves as a graphic
indictment for the bourgeois audience of
how the other half lives.

chistic enough to spend their leisure time
reliving their daily grind, thcrc are no hints
of an altcrnativc and how to fight for it.
Ultimately the film, though absorbing, is
anti-working class, anti-union and pessi-
mistic. In it Hollywood is able to portray
the United Automobile Workers as the
Mafia of the seventies, the corporate bad
guys. L

Which brings us to Norma Rae. A simple
reading of the film could leave you with the
feeling that at last we have a popular movie
where the union wins out, and does so as a
result of shop-floor persistence and organisa-
tion. Norma Rae works in a southern textile
mill to support herself and two kids, all of
whom live with her parents. They too work
at the mill and it is her mother’s deafness
that prompts Norma’s first run-in with the
management. She is bought off with a
check_er’s job until she realises that nobody,

‘The best form of criticism is trying to
make your own film’

mclug h fth“ i ‘ll Ck h Amg er a er, wt spea to er. So
she goes back on the machines and starts
paying more attention to Reuben, a New
York union full-timer, who has been leaflet-
ting the gates every morning.

She becomes the militant in a small group
that he has convinced need to fight for
recognition. A heated, though peaceful,
battle ensues inside the factory during
which Norma Rae is sacked. However she
and Reuben stand outside and smile as a
cheer goes up inside the factory, A victor-
ious ballot result has been announced,
Reuben moves on, his mission accomplished.

But there is another thread which mars
all this, concerning the personal changes
she goes through. At the start she is sexually
independent, if still subject to abuse. She
is under attack from her father for answering
the door to so many different men. She
then marries a guy from the factory who wins
her over with the news that he has a new

as a character. She is bemused by Reuben’s
other-worldliness - he is the first Jew she
has known, he’s a city boy, reads a lot. She
progresses to a celibate, spiritualistic rela-
tionship with him. By the end she enjoys
telling him that she now has her own copy of
Dylan Thomas, having first come across him
amongst Reuben’s gear in the motel room-
cum-office. Surreptitiously her personal life
has been brought in check. Reuben has not
only sold her the union, which he has been
doing in spiritual terms from church altars,
but redefined her sexuality.

It is this angle which Twentieth Century
Fox are exploiting in their promotion. ‘It’s
a film with a certain amount of soft centre’,
said Oliver Groom at their London office,
‘and we’ll play up the performance of Sally
Fields.’ There’s no getting away from the
aptness of casting her for this part, but that’s
not all of the story. Following the box office
disasters over here of F.I.S. T. and Blue
Collar they are being cagey. ‘We're trying
to play down the union angle in our campaign,
Groom confessed. He estimated that over
600,000 punters will have seen the film by
the new year, plugged as the story of a
determined yet vulnerable woman. Thus a
potentially important movie is messed over
first by director Martin Ritt’s sentimentalised
treatment, and then by carefully worded
programming.

It is clear then that Hollywood is comfort-
able coping with the working class as a subject.
It can do so by a variety of ploys. The second-
chance escapism of Rocky and Saturday
Night Fever at least makes for an enjoyable
night out. Where class consciousness creeps
in it’s at the expense of exploiting fears about
evil unions, the inevitability of racial divisions
and the eternally male definition of female
sexuality. Harlan County stands alone as a
movie that combines narrative interest, politi-
cal analysis and, at least in the States, popular
consumption. It also serves as a clear rebuttal
to those reformist critics who believe that
because it so dominates the popular market
we must savour what radicalism Hollywood
offers us. The best form of criticism is trying
to make your own film.
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Methuen

DickHebdige.

themeaningofstyle.

Subculture

Review-PaulTickell
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Where does all this lead‘? Not too far.
Histories of subcultures are studies in
the moment. And moments soon pass:
subverted commodities are turned into
the packaged rebellion of mass fashion
commodities. Revolt into style -- and
fizzle out in it too.

The media help take care of that.
After their initial moral panic, the
trivialisationlnaturalisation process can
begin — punks or skins or whatever are
harmless after all. It’s just the kids letting
off steam etc. I

Even though subcultures are easily
incorporated and sometimes have a
reactionary component, a movement
like punk, however briefly, still managed  
to undermine dominant ideology. Sub-
cultures expose the cracks in the cultural
monolith and in this sense can be called
utopian: although they reflect the
political confusions of the-working-class,
they are negative glimpses of how things
are and how they might be.

Students of appearance are in good
company. Marx himself recognised that
clothes signify more than individual
taste. They also indicate a person’s class
status and politics. This is why he saw
fit to comment upon those progressive
elements of the French bourgeoisie who,
during the Revolution, strove for a
constitution modelled upon the Roman
republic and appropriately dressed in a
‘Roman’ fashion. In 1789 the more
radicalised lower-class Bras-Nus and
Sans-Culottes didn’t go for this style,
which probably makes them the forbears
of those ragged-arsed misanthropists,
the punks . . .

Before all this is dismissed as frivol-
ous and beyond all common-sense, a
final point from Hebdige. He sees
common-sense itself as the product of
the British post-war politics of con-
seri.sus. Subcultures, even the regressive
skinhead one, challenge this consensus,
not to mention that peculiar brand of
Anglo-Saxon puritanism which often
goes with it. At the same time sub-
cultures reject the myth of classlessness
and throw right back in the face of the
media that image of the working class
as simple, sentimental clods.

Hebdige turns at least one piece of
conventional wisdom —— common-sense‘?
— on its head: you can judge a book by
its cover.

AS 1'16D(11gB says, Cl.1ll;l11'B IJSBG I30 111931’! 1-1111 1-age 110113 ity fetiShi'Q;n_ In eve dand there» a
the hlgh stuff _ the hest that S he In fact in subculture Hebdi e finds a clown trying to get gilt. Y S, 2thought and said Today it can also refer phantom history of 1-aee 1-eiatiehs
to the mahher m Whloh People hve out Unfortunately he doesn t place this
the-'11‘ dally ll‘-‘es '"' eatmg habits, elothes history in its full context In the late
modes of entertainment etc In this sense, eighteenth eehtm-y dm-mg the early
culture more or less means leisure time phase of imperialism the Romantics’

F01‘ the Wo1'l<mg'elass this time lsh t responding to the social disruption which
tree As mheh as the Wotklhg day .capital1sm brought in its wake, found

Workers Playtlme must he seeh to he consolation in the wholesome pastoral
ruled by the ethos of production and the myth of the Noble Savage This myth
Ideas of the 1"-lllhg olass by bourgeois became part of the narcissistic canon of
Ideology lh thls Way the 1'1-llmg olass the aristocratic French dandy who sighed
maintains a cultural as well as a political after the poise and pose of Indian chiefs
dommatloh as recorded in engravings and illust-

But this dommfltloh o1‘ hegemony, as rations The dandv s lumpen imitator
the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci was the Patmah apaehe,
called it, is not a totally successful By the m,d-twehtieth eehtui-y this
Smo hermg opemtloh J‘-1st as Polltleal White Redskin had changed into Norman
struggle threatens the state, so in daily | Mallet S White Neg-to 01- Amer-lean
life there can be opposition to the domin Hipster The Image of the m-bah Wm-kmg.
mt mess el-lltuml ldeologles Hehee, class black was regarded as something
Llhellltufes worth emulating he seemed to

Bohrgeols Ideology ls used to (lealmg Bohemian elements and white youth so
With a oha-llehgei espeelally m the area of much more stylish and cool in the way
high culture Whose enemles -' Wlthln he lived out his alienated existence
Whleh have been the E‘-11'oPeah avimt Adding to this romanticised notion of
gardes and their ancestors the Romantics the ghetto experience was the fact that
Their intellectual dissent was frequently black Jazz blues and R&B eelhded wlth
backed up at the level of appearances -- white musical forms to provide the
of style — by their outrageous clothes foundation for the vast post war market

According to Hebdige the point about in p()pula1_' music
contemporary British subcultures is that If Hebdige IS short on this general
the conventions they flout are those of background he s hot on the specifics of
mass, not high, culture and that those the British situation Thus in the late 60s
breaking the codes of behaviour and dre skinheads adopted Ska muale and
are predominantly sections of the young elements of West Indian dress because
male working class Enter in the 1950s they admired what they saw as the
the teds cohesion and defensively organised

The teds emergence especially In collectivity of the black ghetto the
south and east London, can be explained skinheads themselves seemed to be
m te1’ms of the Post We-1' boom and the hankering after a thoroughly static,
1'e(leVeloPmeht of mahy Working olass conservative, macho version of working-

housing areas It can also be seen as a class eommumty
response to the institutions which young Hebdlge Sees the more 1-eeeht punks
Peohle flhtl themselyes squeezed hetweeh as white Rastas But, unlike the Rastas
— the Family the Wo1'l<Plaee the Law they don t even have a mythical Zion to

The subcultures which have followed return to Their mental State of perm
oh the teds “' mods» 1'oel<e1's, Sklns! Punks anent exile comes of their nihilistic
'“‘ have slmllarly heel‘! a 1'esPohse to these attitude towards the current crisis No
institutional pressures The problems the Futm-e
f e are resisted and magically resolved For Hebdige punk has Se far proved
by oi-‘eatlhg a temporary Brohl-T lelehtlty the most subversive of the subcultures

But the 81'ohP ldehtlty that results Subcultures have always exploited
varies according to historical circum- c()II'11T10d1lZ1BS by giving them a new
stances For instance the Workplace — or meamhg, hke the teds with their
the leek of It _ has 3 mush more Pessl Edwardian jackets and the mods with
mlstlo emphasls lh Plmk than It does 1h conventional suits But punk carried this
mod Agam, Pl-mk may Well Took agamst sort of re appropriation to absurdist
rflelsm h‘-It teds Were oh the Feaetlohary extremes the rips and tears and bondage
side of the barricades in the 1958 Nottin gear Served as a dark parody of commod

1:
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While the Zimbabwe chin-wag was
on the go in London, one small
occurrence undcrmincd Mu2.orcw;i's
insistence that a ‘now-look’ voun
try now cxislslilicru. Zcd Prcss arc
primarily a third-world ;iiili-iiiipci"-
ialist publishing imprint, as wcll as
the I.cvcllcr’s landlords (don’t
worry we 71 get the rerzt to you
soon). Tlicy’rc bcst known perhaps
for their fine Pan Africa Diary
1979.

Imagine their faces when they
heard the new look Zimbabwe
admin had issued an Emergency
Powers Act order to ban all Zed
Press books, but specially that
Diary.

Zed have written to the mighty
Bishop himself asking what the

the ban was perhaps the work of

ack Paqes
.we. .

lcarn here that liorcign Scorc-
tary in I942 Anthony lidcii
rcmarkcd about US lroops Wllll
:1 lcss than whilc lacc llicrc should
bu loss of llicni in llic UK llC{,"1|l|SU
"l'|icir hcallh would ill.‘ likcly to
s"ii|'l'i:r during llic liiiglisli winlcr.’

The US Army llicn LTLl])ilL‘?(.l
this by issiiiiig instructions about
not mixing too much with ‘colour-
cd troops’ - ‘Thcy have not thc
white man’s ability to think, act
and plan . . . they respond to
sympathetic treatment . . too
much freedom, too wide associa-
tions with white men tend‘ to
make them lose their heads.’ As
Andrew Young would appreciate,
’diat’s only 35 years ago.

---'- - I-1 - .--4 _ --

A new play by Nicholas Wright,
problem is, and astutcly observing The Gorky Brigflliei slatted at

London’s Royal Court on
the still white police Special Scptcmhcr 5. Wriglifs idea is
Bi-aheh acting without referring potcnlially a strong onc, cvcn if
the matte; upstajra Shyg -,1 lot the straight prcss slammed thc
tee for Salisbury hm-eahetaey if play. ll’s an iiiiprcssiiiiiislic vicw
it’s taken them til] August to Spot of cliangcs in tlic Sovicl Union
a 1979 Diary not quitc to their
liking.

At press timc, no rcply yct
from The Bish.

More titbits from tlic world
of boox. Lawrcncc & Wisliart
have quietly slippcd out volumc
eleven of the ma ssivc fifty-part
collection of Marx and lfingcls’
writings, and arc prctty cliirpy
about The Novel and the Pcoplc,
by Ralph Fox, wlio was killcd in
the Spanish Civil War. "l'his rc-
issue sorts out thc British novcl
from a Marxist viewpoint.

We are grateful too for lhc
informant who told us about
Hutchinsoifs book on USA ( ;l‘s
in Britain during the war.

Cartoon from Irish History
Co-op, a new Birmingham-
bascd outfit with big plans to
step in where the Writers and
Readers Beginnings series seems
to hesitate, with a cartoon
history of the country.
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bctwccn I920-27, lhc dccaycd
roman tic hopes and idcals with
the risc of Stalin, llic end of
experimentation and the rc-
cstablishmcnt of authoritarian
conformity. All seen in an experi-
mental colony for orphaned strays
of the revolution and civil war.
Top performance by Paul Curran
as Maxim Gorky, whose maudliii
humanism and moral compromises
ended up saving nobody from
$t11lh’l- Lots of Brecht,
Mcycrhold and ‘alienation’, but
in the end what is it saying‘?
Somehow there has to be more to
genuine revolutionary fervour, its
failings and achievements.

A bumper music section this
month for you, gang. First off,
RAR arc taking thcir road show
round thc land ovcr tlic ncxt
coupla months with the theme
Dance and Defend, to raisc loot
for tlic various anti-racist dcfcnce
funds.

On 27 Sept. it’s at Clicstcr-
ficld’s Conservative Club (have
[got this ri'ght?), the 28th at
Barnsley’s Portcullis Club, 29th
Sheffield Polytechnic, 2nd Oct
in York, 3rd Leeds, 4th Brad-
ford, 4th Manchester, and 6th
Huddersfield. Bands are differ-
ent at each, and more venues
for October will be sorted out.

There’s nothing you can’t
Rock Against these days. After
the new Rock Against Recruit-
ment launch this month, there’s
Rock against The Nuclear Holo-
caust With A.D. 1984 at the
Greyhound in west London on
Scpt. 22. Maybe we should run
a competition for the most far-
l‘cl;clicd Rock Against whatever.
I say Rock Against the Slugs in
My Kitchen, but thcrc you go.

We think Rccommcndcd
Records arc Good lilggs, so wc’rc
pleased to note thcy’ve now got
their own record label, and thcir
first two releases full of whacky
presentation gimmickry. The
new records are Faust and Faust
So Far. RR’s statement of in-
tent is noble; ‘We will go for
‘classical’ pressings, high qual-
ity covers, etc. to show some
respect for the musicians, artists
and listeners for whom we work.

‘Our policy will be one of
slow expansion with a small
and carefully controlled output
of high quality records.’ More

power to yer elbows. Phone
them at 01-622 8834.

The Lcveller’s new ‘erifant
terrible’ Adam has the follow-
ing measured observations to
offer on a new Object Records
disc.

About time; the new EP
from Passage. Sitting here with
my Radio One pen, I’m think-
ing fucking great. When I saw
Passage live, they just seemed
into thcmsclvcs, real analogy,
and they pissed inc off. But this
I'll’ changed my mind about
tlicm.

‘It’s not bad to bop to. The
lyrics arc interesting if not
overtly political, but then what
does that. mean. Ncat cover
design too. ‘Wish wc had a few
more records like this here —
wc’vc got a record player in the
Levellcr’s office now’

Subtle our Adam, huh?
A concert to launch the

publication of a new womcn’s
song book, My Song Is My Own,
will be held on Sunday October
14th at 8 pm, at the ICA, The
Mall, London SW1. The con-
cert will feature Frankie Arm-
strong and others and is set to
be some thing of a celebratory
women's movement musical
cvcnt.

The book is a collection of
100 songs spanning so me 400
years of history (footnotes
explain the origins and interpre-
tation of some of the songs),
interspersed with pix. Nothing
like it has appeared before.

Tickets for the concert can
be bought from Pluto Press,
Unit 10 Spencer Court, 7 Chal-
cot Rd, London NW1, or from
the door at the ICA.

Further info.: Gail Chester
722 0141.

Several rather good artists The Co-op, like us all, needs The Co-op wants help
have come out of the Northern money though. They want to and information too, and can be
ll'Cll.llld Will‘, IUOSI l'lOlI3.l)IY up 3 resource Cgntfg Qf COl"lI2lClI€Cl through Dlgbfi-llll

(‘ormac, and these early graphics information on Irish history, and High Street, Brum 12, Not clear
(artist not named) continue the how British politieal ¢ommeuta- though what political affiliation
high standards.  this and historians have viewed if any is behind the Co-op.
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OVAL HOUSE
54,KENNINGTON OVAL
S.E;11. Tel 7352786
Theatre Events.
Workshops in Dance:
Modern;Tap & Disco.,
Epic Acting,Graphics

§;;,j,Y,";’,"g Y0}, Q,’,,¢ New NA‘TlONAl.-lTY Tl-lt2EAT
/ '5

school. .. P_Qe"¢,'\' ¢9‘\_

‘m9 "s"’0 me‘ 'l°’6'
‘#96 9?, 95 95"‘. . .chuck

HOME. OFFICE l¥Ql1&$$’ii\?l.SQ'lcs
corzlzlr-1'6 ANTI-Aegiiztlohl Bl l,.l..

0, F'E$TlVAfl-S_197q Rt-=.PoRT
‘$6 59213 it down the
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RELEASE, 1E-LGIN me. W
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Product ion ,Movement 1 '.-»*F§?:‘,,-’:"~""i5}I¢-' -:EE5Ei§EEE§-=:.
8: Voice,E1ectronics sun
and Physical Re1ax— ecology Centre};_i?‘§~¢.§‘Z,i’§f§;.;;.j;§.;;*§
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Wholesome food open tPm¢tie¢l-Sela: muting“
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Defend Rudolf Bahro: a
conference organised by Critique.
1 2/ 1 3th October 1 979. Conway
Hall, Red Lion Square, London
WC1. Details from Critique, 31
Cleveden Rd, Glasgow G12_0PH.-

The Politics of Matriarchy—-by .
he Matriarchy Study Group. All

 ou ever wanted to know about
.omen's liberation politics and

he Goddess. Send 90p + 20p '
- &p to 15 Guilford St, London

C1. ' '

‘I

D0 YOU REMEMBER the
revolution? We've a special sale
of "underground" papers from
the 19705. Black Dwarf,’ IT, Idiot,"
Grass Eye, Frendz. Come and buy
a meinory. Grass Roots Books, '
1 Newton St, Manchester 1.
tel 061-236 3112.

I ; _ I. ._‘ -1-__*#

‘E1! k‘ I I¢ ii.‘ "lu|[‘". " Q.mlE$iFEavad%d7r‘iiBitl"iFEa.
FED up with landlord and bailiff houses making up Sandford
hassles? Interested in owning a Housing Co-operative in south-

*share your own accomodation for 935’! |—°"d°"- We Wam t° make
only £9 a week rent? Own room 50me Changes in the Way D60D|e
in one of fourteen 10 person

AT EASE pi
Counselling service for military
personnel urgently needs
volunteers (particularly in
London) to help service people
know and use their rights.
A training weekendjor all r
volunteers will be held mid-
October. Contact Phil at 201 Sla
Sh-de Lane, Manchester 19 2AE
O61-224 3003.- '

“I didn't vote Tory" popular
lapel badge from the Morning
Star. Two for 25p, ten for £1 or
fifty for £4 (post inc.l. Cash with
order please to Star Market,
75 Farringdon Road, London
EC1 M JX.

COPS GAZETTE names MPs,
police officers and lawyers who
aid and abet crime. Please send

' sae and donation for your copy
to its editor J. Bardwaj, 35 Ascot
Road, Luton, Beds.

‘F it 0looeooooe:o::pooaooooaoooooooecooo g .:.
' F O Clo

live together. Do you? Ring
01-692 5942.

Radical, thoughtful, practical.
Concerned to change society.
To make it responsible to its
members. To make it socialist.

Since 1884, the Fabian Society
has been educating people about
socialism and proposing policies
to make ideals a reality.
Why don't you join us? Send for
details of our pamphlets and of
membership today:
IIIIIIOOIOIIIOIIIIIIOIIIOIOIIIII

To: Dianne Hayter, Fabian Society
11 Dartmouth Street, S.W.l

Please send me details about the
Society.

IIIIIOCIQIIOIOOIOIDIOOIIIIII

Address
IIOOIIIIOOIOOOIOIOOIIIIIIOIIIIIO

IIIIIOIIIIIOIIIIIOIOIIIOIIIIIOII

I
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Ifm’ 'tKce' J'.'. _
you re In 0 ping an (’ollliltllil1' the welcome blendingis 11, ml th'd'l i t __ ,

\ 0g1;0r’;ui/1?; Onugzes 63,1 ajfihc of graphic skills with political "f" s - -

Paqes
Ea t London Jazz Societ ,0“ immediacy, started by the London- The big Chile London demon-

S Y {H based Poster-Film collective an Stffltlfifl W111 ll-‘IVE hflPPel'led bl’ the‘ Cl " 'th' till‘ ‘ ’ . .. .
. ;I;la,;_33r,“gl1’:,gvi1n lilflfinlllglls; IL initial series of four posters about Um‘? ‘£1118 15 mild. but 11 benefit f0I

S - Whitcclia icl in cilst l onihin lmllth has bat‘-*1”! PI0dUC6d by two tho C-l1il0 Colllmitttlo for HumanI artists for the East London Health Rlglits Ill the lorm of a tribute to
The liigllly-ralctl I6-piccc (i.c. 1 ' _ the not P- i
people) John Bcnnctt Band are
playing with The lilurtcrs.

An important conference on
the theme Defend Rudolf Bahro
- the jailed East German marxist
— and the socialist alternative is
being organised by the Glasgow-
based journal Critique for

l rojcct P .i.l->14 Neruda
The four, which can be adapt- happens on 18 September at the

ed for use in battles all over the Logan Hall, University of London,
UK, are on the themes; history of lledford Way, WC1.
the NHS; hospital waiting lists; This Committee is still amazed
mental illness; and perhaps the at the written response they receiv-
most effective, Tory attempts to ed from Lloyd’s Bank City Trust
drag down the NHS (sec hack Branch manager when they com-
covcr). plaincd to him about Lloyd’s

Overall, a scrics of twenty of Chilean investments.
these ‘visual pamphlets is planned. The hapless Mr. E.M. Smith
The next four, nearly ready, are wrote; ‘As a committed Christian,
on womcn’s health; radiation I wholeheartedly approve of this
dangers; pay hctls; and dict and support for the present anti-Marx-

L011d011’$ C011‘-WY H1111 011 Oi‘-L nutrition. l~'urthcr info from the ist government.’ If you still havcn’t
12/1?» NEIITIQS $11611 H9 Rudi artists, Loraine Lccson and Peter ditched Lloyd’s as your bank, then
Dl11£SC111<6 Hfld liifflfifii Mtlfldcl Will llnnn at 56 (iclngall Rd, London i do so soonest.
be much in evidence on such 3|-1 | 5 (()|-23] 28331,
topics as Euro-(‘ommunisln and
the USSR.

Info from (”ril.iquc at 3| (‘leve-
land Rd, Glasgow (i I 2.

Tenth Anniversary celebrations
are very much in order this Oct.
for Bogle-L’Ouvcrturc, the UK’s
main black coiiilnunily puhlish-
ers. Their booksliop has rcccivcd
its share of racist and fascist
attacks, but tcn ycars is ten
years, and extensive hcanocs are
planned, ending with a ‘(lrand
Cultural Event’ at |.ondoli’s Com-
monwealth lnstitutu on l0 Nov.
Info from thc Iiooksllop at 5a
Chigncll Place, l~'.aliill!.. London
W13.

Greenpeace (|...UlltlUll) have
two interesting October dates.
The 4th secs a pow-wow on
‘Animal Liberation s as opposed
to conservation’ and on the 25th
the talk is on ‘The struggle of
American Indians against Uran-
ium Mining.’
Together with their regular open
Thursday cvening meetings, all
tasks at their HQ, 6 Endsleigh
St, London WC1.

Two anti-nuclear cyclists are
still pedalling their way round
this green and pleasant land, this
sccptcr’d isle, this (that’s' quite
enough ~-ed). Howard Clark from
York, and Rudi Pohl from
Norwich are building up their
leg muscles by taking in 17 nukes
and seven more sites. Go give
‘em a wave on 27 Sept at Berk-
eley; 29 at llinklcy Point 3 Oct
Winfrith; 7 llnngencss; 10 Brad-
well; ll Orford Ncss; 14 Denver
site, 23 Druridgc Bay site; and
on 25th at Torncss. Thcy’d like
to see you.

Dovftvratsr THEM PISS on Ypdl
-._.-_ -_—-in-.-L _ -q___-__-_.  

--@--. - - - ‘_~.' - - - -.-

An important political film
emerges this month courtesy of
The Other Cinema, and the hot
tip from the Lcveller’s cinematic
guru is ‘Go see it.’ It’s called The
Spiral, and it’s about Chile. 01'
more precisely about the six years
leading to Allende’s death and.
the installation of the army brutes
still in power.

Made in France, it’s long -
l45 mins., yet it keeps the viewer
glued. A telling narration by
Donald Sutherland of words trans-
lated/adaptcd by Susan Sontag
keeps the painfully-well gathered
visual ma tcrial smokin’ in a way
that makes you leaving your seat
feeling angry.

The coup in Chile is in danger
of becoming just a historic occurr-
encc; this film jerks it all back to
the front of thc brain. The Spiral
is on for 3 weeks at l.ondon’s ICA
from Sept. l7, and available for
hire in 1.6mm from the Other
Cinema at a £35 rental.

BACK PAGES
Help us to compile Back Pages
by sending news about forth-
coming-events, theatre, music
and anything else that grabs
your fancy.

Rumbles within the ANL.
Following their July delegate con-
ference which elected its new
Steering Committee (see Leveller
29), the Burnt Oak ANL has
pulled out.

They sent an angry letter to
HQ accusing the conference of
steamrolling the new committee
through, ccntralism, and the old
SWP-domination accusation. It’s
only Burnt Oak so far though,
and the ANL insist the confer-
ence was ‘deliberately structured
to facilitate representatives from
local branches.’

Furthermore, every motion
submitted was debated, and on
the SWP front, well no new
SWPers appeared on the panel,
and three Asians were elected.
Maybe just a small rumble then.

Queers Need Not Apply is the
vivid title of the Campaign for
Homosexual Equality’s ‘scandal-
ous dossier of discrimination’
against Britain’s five million homo-
sexuals and bisexuals.

Blackmail still flourishes, it
argues, newspapers are biased,
gays lose their jobs. and a black-
list is still operated against gay
teachers. Copies costing £2 (post
free) from CHE at PO Box 427,
69 Corporation St, Manchester
M60-2EL.

Landlords could be in for
a comeback in the general Get-
Britain-Moving-Again blitz, and
SHAC the London Housing Aid
Centre are quickly in with a
Shorthold Tenancies pamphlet.
In brief they warn more flats
may well not come onto the
market if the Rent Acts go, .but
indeed homelessness will rise.
The pamphlet costs 60p from
SHAC at 189a Old Brompton
Rd, London, SW5. .

Transport, Politics and The
Environment is the title of
SERA’s latest pamphlet wliicli
delves into a crucial if unglamor-
ous area. As its basis, it works
on the belief that present "tr"r...as-
port problems are ‘political
rather than technical.’

The pamphlet’s argument
comes out for a ‘socialist trans-
port policy based on meeting
peop1e’s needs’, and it’s avail-
able from the Socialist Environ-
ment and Resources Association
at 9 Poland St, London Wl.

Is your thinking on bourgeois
culture that although it is of
‘secondary importance to the
question of state power, the
cultural question is a more im-
mediate one; bourgeois culture
must be attacked and weakened
to a certain extent before the
seizure of state power is possible’?

Then presumably you’d be .
interested in the rest of the
Communist Workers Movement
political programme, available
at 30p via Box 34 Rising Free
182 Upper Street, London N1.
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Plugs time. DAWN Wholefood
Co-op at 77a Water Street,
Chorlcy, Lanes have many good
ideas in mind but are strapped
for work-help. Get in touch i
with David there if you’re ‘com-
mitted and dedicated.’  

Creative Mind c/o 26 Linnct
Lane, Liverpool L17 3BQ (051-
727 6917) are lively people in
Merscyside who produce a quarter
ly hippyish mag and are keen to
fill up the rest of their 5 storey
former sugar warehouse building
in central Liverpool with people
who ‘can do their own thing,
run workshops, projects and be
involved with the community.’
Lots of other things are happen-
ing there too, so get in touch
with Helen Prescott. Oh yes,
and Steve Hillagc is a co-trustee.

SCRAM, the Scottish anti-
nukes body, will have had ano-
ther big Stop Torncss demo with
Julie Christie no less by publica-
tion date in Edinburgh, but are
still awaiting replies from
Electricity Generating Board’s
senior officials on several pertin-
ent questions.
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 Clarrifi ds
Rates : 5p a word Ads must
be prepaid by cheque or P0
made out to ‘The Leveller

Magazine Ltd’. We reserve the
right to refuse any ad.

CHARGE...Charge...charge. NEW
WAVEBAND showband. Clumsy
BUT SOLID. Average looking
INDIVIDUALS. Four of.
REASONABLY COMPETENT.
Fairly EXPERIENCED. Some
enthusiasm IF required. Sensible
enquiries only PLEASE. 01-886
6993. ALSO BICYCLES
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN'

CHEAP DUPLICATING SUPPLIES
Buy from PAPER TIGERS and
save. A4 70 gram white paper
£1.60 per ream. Colours available.
Stencils £3.50 per box. Duplicat-
ing ink £2.40. Big discounts on
bulk purchases. PAPER TIGERS
is a charitable enterprise to raise
money for a college in India. Ring
01'-534 1640.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH
NUCLEAR POWER? Send
donation for information pack:-—
Scottish Campaign to Resist the
Atomic Menace (SC RAM), 2a
Ainslie Place, Edinburgh 3 (031-
225-7752).
Gay's The Word Bookshop, 56
Marchmont St, London WC1.
01-278 7654. Gay books,
feminist books, new/second hand.
Information, tea/coffee. Tues-
Sat 11.30-7.30 close Russell Square
tube.

HOMOSEXUAL? So are we. if
you need to talk about it, phone
Gay lcebreakers 01-274 9590.
Any evening 7.30 to 10.30.
Edward UlJward’$ trilogy THE
SPIRAL ASCENT now available
in three separate volumes. Quartet
Books £2.50 each.

THE SOCIALIST PARTY IS
DIFFERENT — We do not ask
people to trust politicians; we
advise them to-acquire knowledge
about society, thus achieveing a
socialist level of understanding,
which will enable them to see the
necessity of organising democrat-
ically for a revolutionary social
change.

This will involve the workers
of all countries co-operating in
the establishment of a world-wide
socialist society, with all the
natural and technical resources of
this planet being owned in
common by all its inhabitants,
and democratically controlled to
operate in the interests of every-
one. -
F'or further details, send for frees
literature to Dept. L, Socialist
Party of Great Britain, 52
Clapham High Street, London
SW4. I

LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST
Group Day School on Revolu-
tionary Organisation, Sat.
November 10, 10-5, Conway
Hall, London. Workshops on
Spain, Russia, France, Hungary,
Trotskyism, Socialism & Demo-
cracy, Beyond the Fragments,
registration f-ee £1, enquiries to
LCG, c/o 27 Clerkenwell Close, ~
London EC1. The day school
will hopefully provide an intro-
duction to libertarian communist
politics.

Gays at OVAL HOUSE. Sundays.
Food 1-3pm and 6.30pm onwards-
Workshops/groups. 54 Kennington
Oval, London SE11. Tel: 01-735
2786.

Transvestite would like to con-
tact other Tvs/TSs who reject
sex typing. Box -X, The Leveller,
57 Caledonian Road, London N1.
Are you seeking nationwide gay
new friends, etc? Long standing
service, male or female, all areas.
Pleasesend stamp: The Secretary,
The Golden Wheel, Liverpool
L15 3HT.

Michael Davitt and non-violence
special pamphlet with Dawn 50. -
Only 25b post free from: Dawn,
168 Rathgar, Dublin 6.

JOBS
SCOTTISH WHOLEFOOD
COLLECTIVE WAREHOUSE
Ltd seeks member. Preferably
holding or prepared to sit HGV3
licence. Low wages but_ lots of
laughs. App|y:- Green City
Wholefoods, Earl Haig Road,
Hillington, Glasgow G52 4JU.
Tel: 041-882 9463.

Interested in working in alternat-
ive higher education? F.W.C. is
an alternative experimental
college with headquarters in New -
York and a European centre based
in south London. ' 1 I

Weiare looking for somebody
to work alongside the two co-
ordinators with experience in I
book-keeping, office and secret-
arial skills as well as an interest
in alternative education and social
change.

Applicants’ age, sex and race
is immaterial. Friends World
College is an equal opportunities
employer.

Please write to FWC European
Centre, c/o 136 Lyham Road,
London SW2.

ACCOMODATION
ROOM/FLATSHARE NEEDED
bylecturer (32—just separated).
Prefer WC1 or WC2. About £15..
Please contact Mike Johnson, '
CDT 30 Leicester Square,
London WC2.

Publications Distribution Co-op
worker seeks room in shared
house, North London. Contact
Dave Berry on 01-251 4976. Or
write: PDC, 27 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1.
Feminist/socialist 26/25, teacher/
residential worker, desperately
seek two rooms and facilities near
tube station. Share or self- .
contained, furnished or unfurn- _
ished. Judith/Trevor 01-387
8273.
German socialist (30 years old)
likes to share flat with some
English (mixed) people. I've been
social-worker for a while. Phone:
01-272 6387. Ask for Horst.

Male member of the Leveller
collective needs place to live any-
where in London. Contact Adam
Thompson at The Leveller or on
01-836 2151 during the day.

a

Anyone interested in joining a
socialist hill farming collective
in Lancs? Contact Simfield Farm
at 02006-602. i

Entirely our fault, but an office
mishap meant we lost the
addresses to two Box Nos from
our classified ads. Will Boxes X
and Y please contact us soonest
for their letters. A solemn assur-
ance — this will not happen again!

The Fortunate Five - the prizewinners of the socialist media I thanks for all the other entries. More fun, no doubt at X'mas.
reader edited by Carl Gardner - should soon be eagerly "
poring over their book. The lucky winners were : Geoff
Wallis of London W I4; Bryan Biggs of Liverpool; Jim
McKenny of Norwich; Martin Rosenbaum of Wembley Park
and AW Joines of Chelmsford. Good show you five and

This must be the last month we can offer the amazing fee 10 £5 from £6 but only for one more month.-Renew ,

if you appreciated the revelations inthis issue about jury-rigging
(Page 9) then you should be interested in a new badge we're
doing. it wittily proclaims “I failed the jury-vet ' and will be
essential wearing this autumn. 20-ép from the office.

annual subs reduction. Despite it all, we've dropped the or subscribe now and have a gallon of petrol on us. A

There are two kinds of subscription ' Supporting Subscribers are the Plk‘ 159 llldl\L' tilt‘ I 51/ ' ' - if ' ' "_ - , < . ppm/{mg/()/d//mr 1* Subscriber". I
backbone of the magazine. They get a year s supply of mags, of course i } I
but they can also influence and vote at The LevelIer’s AGM of the _ .
cgmpany that owl-13i1;_ - l L‘l1L‘l()SL‘ tl ChL'(]llC li)l'I

This democratic structure is onc of the chicl strengths NAME ___________ H
of The I..cccllcr'. 'l'hc cxtra subscription also gives us a ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' H
sccurc financial basis and allows us to incrcasc _ _
,,ir(.u|atiUn and U, nqak-Q ti“, n1aga-Mn‘. mun, ‘.tfrp(ttiv(1_ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I Supporting Subscribers pay according to wages: those
earning less than £2,500 pay E10 and those earning more. 7 0 ' I I Q i i i I I I I I I I I I I I I I D I O I I I I I J I i I I i I I I I I l I I Q I i I I I I

q | | n q Q Q I Q Q q n ; u | ; g Q Q Q Q - I Q Q I I I 0 I I I Q I I U I I ii
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INTERESTED is
|l\l THE “s,____,,.
Tl'llRD WORLD?

WANT T0 INTEREST OTHERS?
War on Want has varied educational materials and
films, Incl sheets on countries in Central America,
tho Indian sub continent and Southern Africa,
and to get a good discussion going, why not read
our reports: r
Tomorrow's Epidemic investigatesthe production
rind promotion of tobacco in developing
countries £1.20

8

-M"

The Baby Killer researches into the effects-_of
promoting powdered baby milks in the Third
World 50p

Whom were You, Brother? investigates inter-
nnlronnl lrndo union solidarity and the way It
illlltlZl'!i lllll Third WOl'ld £1.20

From Maaaacres to Mining examines multinational
nnnnn| r:ornprlnioS' exploitation of resources In the
/\lnnn|l|ln| nrcas of Australia £1.99

Add 20p for p & p
Hmril yum lmlllllrfll 10

WM! ON WANT I L) 467 Caledonian Road, London N7 9BE
__,__.,._, ,_, k_ kI '

B00 SHEIP
Wirlc r.lrn|r- oi hooks, papers, journals and
|>.r|n|>lrlnls on politics, sexual politics, women's
slnrlrr-s, labour process.

Ida Mett: Kronstadt Commune 1921 £0.75
The History Book £3-95
Hannah Arendt: The Origins of Totalitarianism

£3.60
Telos 39 (most back issues available) £2.10
New Gnrmam Critique (most back issues available)

£1.50
Kapatalislailn 1 7 £2-25
On Yer Bike 1 /l E0-45

than that a £2 . -
p y - - inland Subscription rate (inc. Channel isles, Ireland) _ 234 Camden Hlgh St-

* Ordinary Subscribers rc-ccirc a _vcar’s subscription. Second °'a55 P"i'“ed Paper ‘ate °"'Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - £5 _ London NW1 (01-485 8944)
'l‘hr»jr do not own the 'magazinc but arc encouraged to 1 '0"°"5°a5 " Ai"""a" °"'Y
contribute idt-as and articles. ' 1 H 522$ ()l licial bookshop of the \/lth Internal ional

- Zone C - Australasia, Japan, China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00-/$20
Europe . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.00/$14

ONE OF THE DAMNED
The life and times of Robert Tressell,
author of The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists
F. C. BALL
This biography of Tressell, now available for the
first time in paperback, tells the extraordinary story
of the author of this famous socialist novel, about
whom virtually nothing — not even his real name —
was known before Fred Ball began his search for him
more than thirty years ago.
with eight pages of paperback E3-25
illustrations.

4 THE NOVEL AND THE PEOPLE
RALPH FOX F
introduced by Jeremy Hawthorn .
The Novel and the People, first published in 1937
after Fox had been killed in the Spanish Civil War,
is remarkable in combining an outline history of
the European novel as a literary form, with a direct
and spontaneous response to individual works.

paperback £2.95

LAWRENCE & WlSHAFlT
39 Museum Street, London WC1
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